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Attached are descriptions of issue-responsive programming broadcast by this station during the 
reporting period. 
 
The listed programs aired on the station during the reporting period on the days and times indicated.  
Each program regularly provides information or addresses current local issues of concern to viewers in 
the area where the station is located. 
 
 
LOCAL ISSUES ADDRESSED DURING THE QUARTER 
 
The following are local issues of concern to the community.  Programs that addressed these issues 
during this reporting period are listed on the following pages.   
 
 
Local Issue/Concern and Brief Description  
        
 
Environment Matters   The environment matters at WUSA 9. We are committed  
     to covering our changing climate, our environment, and the  
     many challenges we face. At the same time, WUSA 9 is    
     committed to doing what we can to make an impact.  
     WUSA 9 held its first Recycle Day event on February 26, 2022.  
     We invited the community to bring their old paint, electronics,  
     and paper to three locations across the DMV. A special 
     broadcast captured the first hour of the event which also  
     included information and facts about the positive  
     impact recycling makes on the environment.  We aired a series  
     of stories throughout the quarter focused on the environment  
     and the many challenges here. Some of the topics included  
     water drilling in Loudon County, NASA land for sale, Zero Waste  
     DC, Harriet Tubman landmarks flooding and Mach-E vehicles.   



Housing    WUSA 9’s investigative series could be leading to change.  In  
     past reporting, some black homeowners in Prince George’s  
     County, Maryland reached out to WUSA 9 sounding the alarm  
     over what they call systematic discrimination in the housing  
     market. They claim houses owned by black families, in   
     predominately black neighborhoods, are subjected to bias and  
     valued differently when it comes to the appraisal process.  
     Following WUSA 9’s original report and additional stories, new  
     legislation has been introduced in the Maryland General  
     Assembly. Home appraisal bias has also turned into a major  
     campaign issue in the race for Maryland governor.     
     Additionally, WUSA 9 was invited to the White House as  
     Vice President Kamala Harris and HUD Secretary Marcia Fudge  
     outlined new measures the administration is taking to address  
     and stop unfair, biased home appraisals. Also included under  
     housing was DCRA housing inspections. 
 
Commanders Football Team Stadium The Washington Commanders search for a new football home 
     is heating up as the team plans for a new stadium and possibly 
     another move.  WUSA 9 looks at  past history and what   

     Maryland, DC and Virginia could offer. Interviews with Parris  

     Glendening, Sharon Pratt, Doug Wilder, Jim Moran, Eleanor  

     Holmes Norton and Mayor Muriel Bowser. 

Capitol Riots    On January 6, 2021, a protest driven by false claims of a stolen  

     presidential election led to an unprecedented attack on the  

     seat of our democracy. In a year since the Capitol riots, many  

     members of our community have struggled to make sense of  

     what they experienced on January 6, 2021. WUSA 9 looks at  

     current struggles as well as preserving history with the January  

     6th Oral History Projects.  We also covered the 2022 Guy Reffitt  

     trial. On the one year anniversary, WUSA 9 aired the 30 minute  

     special: Democracy Divided: Stories of the Capitol Riot. 

Public Health    WUSA 9’s investigative team reported on Covid 19 and proof of  

     vaccination for business entry, 3G to 5G transition and the  

     effect on medical alert devices, and a quadriplegic fighting  

     Medicare and Medicaid.  Public health stories also included  

     Covid long haulers and whether dogs can detect Covid. 

Public Safety    Investigative Reporter Laura Geller takes a look at AirTags and  

     safety concerns. We report on the Kennedy Street fire and  

     lawsuit and look at the case of Michael Garrett who stalked and  

     murdered his victim. 

 

 

 



Black History Month   Equality matters and WUSA 9 is committed to empowering   

     and amplifying diverse voices. WUSA 9 celebrates Black   

     History Month by focusing on health and wellness in the  

     African  American community. We take a look at how   

     American healthcare has often underserved the African   

     American community. In addition, WUSA 9 shines a light on a  

     purple heart recipient and an artist’s work about the Great  

     Migration. 

 
Women’s History Month  Women's History Month is an annual declared month that  
     highlights the contributions of women to events in history and  
     contemporary society. Great Day Washington featured several  
     interviews and segments to help bring awareness to the  
     month. Coverage also included a 30 minute news special. 
 
Impact: Help For Ukraine  The war in Ukraine may be thousands of miles away, but its  
     impacts are being felt all over the world. Here in the DMV,  
     people are finding ways to help. Get Up DC reporters are telling  
     the stories of those who are making an impact here and in  
     Ukraine and Poland. Many are raising money and supplies. High  
     school students are working to understand the history between  
     Ukraine and Russia. One young Ukrainian immigrant even  
     returned to his home country to join the fight while his mother  
     works to send medical supplies to the region.  
 
Get Uplifted    Get Uplifted is a series on Get Up DC that aims to highlight  
     the good in the world. Too often we report on bad things  
     happening in the community, but WUSA 9 is also committed to  
     reporting the good and lifting spirits. These stories   
     celebrate people who are making a positive impact in the  
     community. 
 
VERIFY     WUSA 9’s VERIFY team answered questions from the   
     community with vetted  experts, original documents and  
     fact-checking to get to the truth. 
 
  
Local Issue        Environment Matters 

Water Drilling in Loudoun County 

January 26, 2022 (11pm/3:30 length) 

January 27, 2022 (530pm re-air/3:30 length) 

January 29, 2022 (6pm re-air/3:30 length) 

 

A businessman drilled wells in Loudoun County – advertising deals to sell off bottled water by the 

millions of gallons, under the name of Earth's Brew. Problem is – neighbors in the quiet village of 

Lucketts fear sinkholes and contamination could happen if that water is drained.  



This section of Loudoun County – and Frederick County Maryland north of it – have limestone 

underneath. That's great for holding water in underground aquifers – but scientists say if you drain it too 

fast, limestone can collapse – creating sinkholes. There have not been any sinkholes due to Earth's Brew 

– it hasn't extracted water yet. But there have been sinkholes and damage in Loudoun County in years 

past. 

 

Loudoun County permitted the drilling of several Earth's Brew water wells in 2020, but not their 

operation. WUSA 9 spotted the wells and there are no signs the wells are pumping water yet.  

Earth's Brew website invites customers to come and visit their site at Broumawalla Farm– so we did – 

meeting a manager who contacted Earth's Brew owner Ed Vaughn. But Vaughn postponed multiple 

attempts for us to tour his land and answer our questions. 

 

The office for Loudoun County's supervisor for this area, Caleb Kershner, says the pumping part of the 

project was denied by the zoning commissioner due to possible environmental impact. Emails we 

obtained in an exchange with Lucketts residents show one of Loudoun County's own Natural Resources 

Team members wrote of the drilling project, "Oh boy. That one is bad if it is as described." 

 

And yet, despite that commissioner denial – Vaughn told us over the phone in October he still intended 

to move ahead with the project – but didn't explain how. 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Cheryl Hillebrand: Lucketts Resident 

Beth McClain: Lucketts Resident 

Jeffrey Judge: Lucketts Resident 

Ed Vaughn: Owner, Earth's Brew 

 

February 21, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/1:00 length) 

Zero Waste 

Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 

 

The District of Columbia currently produces more than 1 million tons of waste each year, with 16% of 

that being recycled. The goal of “Zero Waste DC” is to increase that number to 80% of waste recycled or 

diverted. WUSA 9 spoke with Blake Adams, who manages the Zero Waste DC program. He shared some 

ways we can all help to make a positive impact in our community. 

 

NASA Land For Sale 

February 22, 2022 (6am and 5:30pm re-air/3:09 length) 

February 27, 2022 (11pm re-air/3:09 length) 

 

There is 100 acres of land in Prince George's County, Maryland that developers would love to get ahold 

of. But some county leaders do not want that to happen. They would like to see the land preserved. 

Thus, putting the spotlight on the development pressures facing neighboring Patuxent National Wildlife 

Research Refuge. 

 



The property that attracted all this attention about potential development, and the environment, is a 

facility owned by NASA called AREA-400. It is located at a corner of NASA's Goddard Space Flight 

Campus, that used to be used to test rocket propulsion, but the rest of the property is regarded as a 

natural gem. A hardwood forest that hasn't been touched for generations. 

 

County leaders think Area-400 should be added to the Patuxent National Wildlife Research Refuge next 

door--a huge plot of land that also sits next to the USDA's Beltsville Agricultural Research Center. 

These two properties combined are nearly as large as all of Arlington County Virginia.  It is a huge 

natural area at more than 13,000 acres.  The Patuxent Refuge is critical habitat to all kinds of species, 

including some threatened ones. 

 

From the County Council, to Maryland's Congressional Delegation – all are urging the federal 

government to transfer NASA's Area-400 to the refuge ---  but  potential environmental contamination 

on the NASA property could complicate things, according to federal documents which say the property 

should be auctioned off on the free market if government agencies can't come to terms. 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Jennifer Greiner: Patuxent National Wildlife Research Refuge 

 

February 23, 2022 (6am and 5:30pm re-air/4:25 length) 

February 27, 2022 (6pm re-air/4:25 length) 

Harriet Tubman Landmarks Flooding 

Reporter/Meteorologist: Kaitlyn McGrath 

 

It has been more than 160 years since Harriet Tubman guided enslaved people to freedom along the 

Underground Railroad Byway along Maryland's Eastern Shore---where Tubman was born and raised. 

But that history is now in danger because sea level rise is rapidly changing the landscape of Dorchester 

County and washing away parts of history, including the relatively new Harriet Tubman Museum.  

Meteorologist Kaitlyn McGrath looks at what's being done to preserve this precious and important 

history--including talk of building higher seawalls and elevating roadways.  

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Amanda Fenstermaker: Heart of Chesapeake Country Heritage Area 

Michael Roman: Horn Point Laboratory 

Marcia Pradines Long: Chesapeake Marshlands Wildlife Refuge 

 

February 24, 2022 (6am and 5:30pm re-air/3:30 length) 

Humans Effect on Climate Change 

Reporter/Meteorologist: Kaitlyn McGrath 

 

Concern about climate change is at an all-time high.  A new report from Yale shows Americans who 

believe global warming outnumbers those who don't by a ratio of six to one.  But there are still a lot of 

questions around IF and HOW humans are contributing to climate change. 

 



Using satellite data, Ryan Kramer, a Research Scientist at NASA Goddard, has done research on the 

topic. He tells WUSA 9’s McGrath, "We know humans contribute to climate change, because we have 

multiple lines of evidence. That's key to remember, it's not just one thing. Since the industrial 

revolution, we see temperatures increasing, we've been monitoring carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 

directly since the 1950s. That's increasing. We have satellite information that tells us is changing." 

 

A 2019 report of direct greenhouse gas emissions across different industries from the Environmental 

Protection Agency shows power plants are responsible for nearly 9 times more greenhouse gas 

emissions than any other sector. Refineries are the next most commonly emitted greenhouse gas 

responsible with oil and gas is not far behind. 

 

Both the Potomac and Anacostia Rivers are tidal rivers--meaning they rise with ocean tides. And as a 

result, DC rivers have risen about 11 inches over the past century. Combine that with the fact that the 

District is actually sinking very slowly, the future of so many historic locations and crucial roadways is 

bleak unless we take action now says Kramer. 

 

Dan Goldberg withe the Milken Institute says as we get more energy efficient, things are heading in the 

right direction, but slowly. 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Ryan Kramer: Research Scientist, NASA Goddard 

Dan Goldberg: Milken Institute School of Public Health, George Washington University 

 

February 25, 2022 (6am and 5:30pm re-air/3:27 length) 

Ecycling 

Reporter/Meteorologist: Kaitlyn McGrath 

 

Electronics are harmful to the environment if not properly disposed. Meteorologist Kaitlyn McGrath 

looks at why Ecycling is so important and how it works. 

 

Electronics contain many heavy metals that are dangerous when seeping into the ground and ground 

water.  

 

But protecting the environment is only one part of the equation. By properly recycling electronics, 

you're also protecting yourself. More and more devices contain personal information than ever before. 

Items like smart watches, doorbells, thermostats, even refrigerators--all storing our information. 

 

After you drop off electronics at recycle stations, their journey has just begun. Your old electronics then 

go to a recycling and data destruction company like Securis, who has one of their four locations in 

Northern Virginia.  Last year Securis kept 8 million pounds of waste out of the environment by properly 

recycling it. 

 

 

 



People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Sharon North: Fairfax County Department of Public Works 

Charlie Eye: Fairfax County Resident 

Len Baptiste: Fairfax Station Resident 

Austin Palmer: DC Resident 

Mario Pitas: DC Resident 

Jeremy Farber, President, Securis 

 

February 26, 2022  (7am/60 minute environmental special/recycle event) 

As part of WUSA 9’s commitment to the environment, we embarked on our very first Recycle Day. 

Working with business and community partners, we set up recycling events in Northeast Washington, 

DC; Burtonsville, MD; and Sterling, VA. Each location collected old electronics, unused paint, and paper 

all for free or low-cost recycling. The electronics recycling and paper shredding was free, the paint 

recycling was free for the first two cans. The broadcast captured the first hour of the event. It also 

featured an in-depth look at how electronics are recycled at Virginia-based Securis.   

Live Interviews included representatives from CleanCut Paper Shredding, Yuck Old Paint, and Securis,  

about the importance of recycling paper, paint, and electronics.  Each participating company also gave 

information on how to reach them after the event to recycle. We also included facts threaded 

throughout the show provided by the EPA on the recycling industry, and the positive impact recycling 

makes on the environment 

By the end of the event, True Shred shredded more than 41,000 pounds of paper in Sterling, saving an 

estimated 143,000 gallons of water and 20.5 metric tons of greenhouse gas emissions. We helped 

Securis and eAsset solutions collect about 95,000 pounds of old electronics. Yuck Old Paint collected an 

estimated 10 tons of paint to be recycled and sent for reuse. 

Mach-E Vehicles 

March 2, 2022 (11pm/2:58 length) 

March 3, 2022 (530pm re-air/2:58 length) 

March 6, 2022 (11pm re-air/2:58 length) 

 

A Montgomery County viewer reached out to WUSA 9 after spotting a county inspector driving a 

taxpayer-funded Ford Mustang Mach-E.  They wanted to know why the county chose to buy Mustangs 

at nearly twice the price of other electric car models. We asked WUSA 9 Investigative Reporter Nathan 

Baca to verify. 

 

Our sources are the Montgomery County General Services Department, other county governments in 

Maryland and Virginia, and auto reviews from Motor Trend and Edmunds. 

 

First – we looked at purchase orders provided by Montgomery County. They show the county paid 

nearly $47,000 dollars each for nine Mustang Mach-E's. 

 

Next, we looked at reviews: Motor Trend says the Mustang Mach-E has "exciting performance" and 

"muscle car inspired styling." Edmunds compliments its "useful cargo space" "sporty handling and 

acceleration." 



Then WUSA 9 went straight to the purchaser: Montgomery County General Services Director David Dise. 

We asked why the county chose this vehicle over other electric models. Dise told us, this particular unit 

is intended for a highway inspector, a transit inspector, or field inspectors with environmental 

protection, and they are frequently in situations where all wheel drive is a preferred safety option for 

them. The Mach-E is the only electronic vehicle out there with all-wheel drive--other than the more 

expensive Porsche or Audi models. 

 

We then asked other local counties what electric vehicles they're using:  Arlington has 16 Nissan Leafs. 

Fairfax uses 24 Nissan Leafs. Those cost an average of 27 thousand dollars each. 20 thousand dollars less 

than the Mustang Mach-E's. But they are not all-wheel drive. 

 

Prince George's County uses 4 Chevy Bolts – but Montgomery County noticed a flaw with the 42 Chevy 

Bolt EV's it currently has. Battery and fire issues. 

 

Both federal and county numbers confirm - having Montgomery County switch to an all-electric fleet will 

save taxpayers in the long term – with savings per vehicle coming out to $7,000 over 6 years. 

 

The federal Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy study agrees – saying that while the 

estimated maintenance costs for a gas powered car is 10 cents a mile, an electric vehicle costs 6 cents a 

mile. 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

David Dise: Montgomery County General Services Director 

 

March 16, 2022 (11pm/3:39 length) 
March 17, 2022 (5:30pm re-air/4:21 length) 
VERIFY: Where Are The Lead Pipes in DC, Maryland and Virginia? 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that there are between 6-10 million lead service lines 
used for drinking water in the US. The VERIFY team spoke with water officials in DC, Maryland, and 
Virginia to find out if they know the number and location of their lead pipes. By October 2024, all 
jurisdictions must submit an inventory to the EPA, under the Safe Drinking Water Act.  
 
People Interviewed: 
Maureen Schmelling- Director of Water Quality & Technology, DC Water 
Dwayne Roadcap- Director of the Office of Drinking Water, Virginia Department of Health 
Ben Grumbles- Secretary of the Environment, Maryland Department of the Environment  
 

 

 

 

 

 



Local Issue        Housing 

February 8, 2022 (11pm/3:27 length) 

February 9, 2022 (530pm re-air/3:27 length) 

Appraisal Bias Bill Introduced 

 

A WUSA 9 investigation into allegations of home appraisal bias in Prince George's County, Maryland -- 

could be leading to change. Our reporting last year highlighted the experiences of county homeowners. 

They lost thousands of dollars because of home appraisals -- that they say were biased. 

New legislation has been introduced in the Maryland General Assembly because of WUSA 9’s reporting. 

 

Maryland Delegate Marvin Holmes is banking on legislation calling for the creation of a task force 

focused on property appraisal and valuation equity to help address appraisal bias allegations throughout 

the state and especially in Prince George's County.   

 

The task force would study the effectiveness of policies and laws that regulate home appraisals.  

It would also assist in developing a model to have home values reassessed and recommend additional 

legislation.  

 

There's also a state Senate bill that requires the Maryland Department of Housing and Community 

Development to submit a report examining how factors like race, income, and location impact appraisal 

bias. That report is due by June.    

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Del. Marvin Holmes: (D) Prince George's County 

Jacqulyn Priestly: Prince George's County Homeowner 

Wes Moore: (D) Maryland Gubernatorial Candidate 

March 9, 2022 (11pm/3:27 length) 

March 10, 2022 (530pm re-air/3:27 length) 

Appraisal Bias Roundtable 

 

A WUSA 9 investigation that revealed allegations of home appraisal bias in Prince George's County,  

has turned into a major campaign issue in the race for Maryland governor. 

 

State leaders and candidates met with members of the Fair and Unbiased Appraisal Advocates, 

a community group that's educating homeowners on how to spot appraisal bias and report it. 

 

Maryland candidates vying for public office are focused on appraisal bias and this community for a 

couple of reasons. There's an active voting block here; and, as the state's second most populous county-

-behind Montgomery--there are a lot of votes.  

 

2018 data from the Brookings institutes shows that homes in majority black neighborhoods are 

devalued by about 48-thousand dollars on average---meaning wealth accumulation can be limited.   

 

 



All the candidates acknowledge the need for greater oversight, diversification of the appraisal 

workforce, accountability from government agencies, and collaborative action between county, 

statewide and federal leaders.  

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Rushern Baker: (D) Maryland Gubernatorial Candidate 

Joe Werner: (R) Maryland Gubernatorial Candidate 

Laura Neuman: (D) Maryland Gubernatorial Candidate 

John King: (D) Maryland Gubernatorial Candidate 

Monique Anderson-Walker (D) Maryland Lt. Governor Candidate/Peter Franchot Running Mate 

Dr. Andre Perry: Senior Fellow, Brookings Institute 

 

March 23, 2022 (6pm and 11pm re-air/3:05 length 

White House Meeting on Appraisal Bias 

 

WUSA 9’s team was invited to the White House as Vice President Kamala Harris and HUD Secretary 

Marcia Fudge outlined new measures the administration is taking to address and stop unfair, biased 

home appraisals.   

 

Some of the action items include a new requirement for appraisers who take part in federal programs to 

take anti-bias training. There are proposed changes to appraiser certification so that the industry is 

more diverse.  And the creation of new rules to provide guidance on appraisal algorithms—which are 

used to determine the value of a home.  

 

The action items stem from a report released by the PAVE Task Force. The task force spent six months 

studying home appraisal bias and the impact it has on wealth creation.  

 

The Biden administration is putting a lot of effort into this for reasons; but one reason reigns supreme, 

and that's the wealth gap. There's a significant wealth gap between whites and other minority groups. 

The thinking is by limiting biased home appraisals--- that's going to create more wealth---effectively 

shrinking the wealth gap.  

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Vice President Kamala Harris 

Marcia Fudge: HUD Secretary 

Michael Johnson: Prince George's Homeowner 

Jacqulyn Priestly: Prince George's Homeowner 

 

 

 

 

 



March 15, 2022 (11pm/3:29 length) 

March 16, 2022 (530am and 5:30pm re-air/3:29 length) 

DCRA Housing Inspections 

 

This report is another story in our 3 year series of stories about the government agency tasked with 

housing and construction inspections in DC--DCRA. 

Some DC residents say the lack of inspections are putting their neighborhoods at risk of fires and 

building collapses. DC Council's chair blames that danger on illegal construction. WUSA 9 Investigative 

Reporter Nathan Baca toured some southeast DC neighborhoods to see the problem first-hand. 

 

WUSA 9 cameras captured an entire crew of home renovators as they were ordered to stop working on 

a house on A Street, SE. Their violation? Working without permits displayed on the front window as 

required by DC law. This stop work order happened by chance, and the agency enforcing the law wasn't 

the one tasked with the responsibility--DCRA. The fire marshals were dealing with a building collapse up 

the street when Advisory Neighborhood Commissioner Denise Krepp alerted them about illegal 

construction at other houses. 

 

The next week, WUSA 9 walked through the neighborhood with DC Council Chair Phil Mendelson, 

including a few blocks south on Burke Street, SE. This is where former ANC Member Francis Campbell 

complained about construction not displaying proper permits – a complaint he says too reported to 

DCRA. 

 

We gave DCRA the addresses and neighborhood concerns about non-permitted work happening. 

For the Burke Street Address, DCRA says one of their inspections did catch "illegal construction." 

But despite the agency citing building owners – neighbors report work continued until it was finished. 

 

And for that A Street house that we spotted fire inspectors kicking out workers – DCRA says while it 

labeled the house as vacant – no further inspections were made despite neighbors claiming repeated 

complaints. 

 

An agency spokesperson also admitted its public database was out of date when WUSA 9 brought up 

that it was missing inspection reports on some addresses. 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Denise Krepp: DC Resident & ANC Commissioner 

Francis Campbell: DC Resident & former ANC Commissioner 

Phil Mendelson: Chair, DC Council 

 

 

 

 



Local Issue        Commanders Football Team  

         Stadium 

Parris Glendening on Commanders' Stadium 

February 11, 2022 (11pm/4:37 length) 

February 12, 2022 (7am re-air/4:37 length) 

February 14, 2022 (5:30pm re-air/4:37 length) 

He helped orchestrate a move that will go down in infamy with Washington football fans. 

Former Maryland Governor Parris Glendening won a controversial tug of war 25 years ago to move the 

Washington football stadium from DC to Prince Georges County, Maryland. 

Now, as the team plans a new stadium and possibly another move, Governor Glendening is sitting down 

for an exclusive interview with WUSA 9. And he has a stunning admission: the Washington Football 

team's move to Prince George's County was destined to fail.  And the Former Governor... knew it. 

In 1997, Glendening was cheered by Marylanders for one of the biggest bombshells in Washington 

sports history. Luring the then Redskins away from the home it had known for more than 30 years--RFK 

Stadium in Southeast DC--for a brand-new stadium in Prince George's County. Now known as the often 

maligned and half full FedEx Field. 

 

In fact, in the late 1980's when then team owner Jack Kent Cooke first threatened to move the team out 

of DC if he couldn't reach a new stadium agreement with the District, Glendening, who was then County 

Executive of Prince Georges County, urged Cooke to keep the stadium in the District. 

 

But by the mid 90's – Glendening had ascended to Governor.  And Cooke still needed a new stadium for 

his team. The owner zeroed in on this 200-acre site right off I-95 in Landover. And for the first time, 

Cooke had the full support of Governor Glendening--who had had flipped on his position of opposing a 

new Washington Football Stadium in Maryland. So, what changed?  Around the same time, original 

Cleveland Browns franchise was planning a move as well. This one to Baltimore. 

 

To close the deal, Glendening promised then Browns owner Art Modell, a new downtown stadium in 

Baltimore. But the Governor quickly learned, despite his misgivings about the site for Washington's 

proposed new stadium, he didn't have the votes to get one passed by the legislature, without the other. 

 

And not one, but two new professional football stadiums in Maryland were born. 

One has been a huge success. Packed every gameday, filling downtown Baltimore restaurants, bars and 

hotels. The other: FedEx Field. 

 

Now as Prince Georges County tries to hang on to the team with proposals for renovations to Fed Ex 

Field or a new stadium near National Harbor...while the District of Columbia fights to bring the team 

back home as Virginia moves closer to a billion dollar bond plan to lure the Commanders to the 

Commonwealth, Glendening has a warning. 

 

 

 



"I would ask my colleagues and I know many of them not to be overwhelmed by the status of having an 

NFL team in your jurisdiction, instead say, will this team be a positive impact for the citizens of our 

jurisdiction in the metropolitan area? And I will tell you without any hesitation, the location for the 

Orioles for the Ravens for the Washington Capitals? The answer is yes. This is good for the community. 

The location of the Washington football team Redskins, this was horrible for the community and never 

should have been there." 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Parris Glendening: Former Maryland Governor 

 

Sharon Pratt on Commanders' Stadium 

February 16, 2022 (11pm/4:44 length) 

February 17, 2022 (630am and 5:30pm re-air/4:44 length) 

 

Sharon Pratt was the first African American woman elected Mayor of Washington DC. She is also 

universally blamed for one of the most unpopular decisions in local sports history: the Washington 

Football Team move from the District to Prince George's County. Now as the franchise searches for its 

new stadium, Mayor Pratt is speaking exclusively with WUSA 9. Opening up about the role race and 

gender played in those stadium negotiations 30 years ago. Plus viewers hear her surprising response 

when we ask: where should the Commanders put their new stadium this time around? 

 

Pratt launched the negotiations to lure the then Washington Bullets from its home in Landover, 

Maryland to Chinatown because of the financial upside she saw in a new downtown basketball arena--

with more than 40 home dates plus concerts and other events. 

 

But when it came to a new football stadium, with only 8-10 home games plus a few major concerts 

every year, Pratt says DC simply wasn't in an economic position to get the deal done. The team's 

proposed new stadium site in DC, right next to Old RFK, sat on federally controlled land. Owner Jack 

Kent Cooke wanted Pratt to pull strings in Congress to get them to approve the new construction. But 

Pratt says the District was already hemorrhaging money. And she needed Congress to help to fix the 

city's finances. Not sign off on a new football stadium.  

 

Today, Mayor Pratt is the Founding Director of UDC's Institute for Politics, Policy and History. 

Its mission is to rediscover the history of the District through an examination of the past. 

Pratt says DC's present is much different and more profitable than the city she once ran. 

Which led to a surprising revelation about where the former Mayor thinks the Commanders new 

stadium should be. Right back where the team tried to build when she was in office. RFK.  

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Sharon Pratt: Former Mayor of Washington DC 

 

 

 



Doug Wilder on Commanders' Stadium 

February 18, 2022 (11pm/4:36 length) 

February 19, 2022 (7am re-air/4:36 length) 

February 20, 2022 (6pm re-air/4:36 length)  

February 21, 2022 (530pm/4:36 length) 

 

The Washington Commanders search for a new football stadium is heating up.  And one state is already 

pushing hard to make a deal. The Virginia House and Senate passed bills authorizing the sale of a billion 

dollars in bonds to help billionaire owner Dan Snyder finance a stadium in Northern Virginia. 

 

In an exclusive interview with WUSA 9, former Virginia Governor Doug Wilder is speaking out against 

that plan. Telling us he already had a deal in place to bring the Commander's to the Commonwealth 

decades ago, until it was killed by local opposition. 

In 1992, a hug and a handshake between Washington Redskins owner Jack Kent Cooke and Virginia 

Governor Doug Wilder appeared to have brought the team to Northern Virginia.  

 

After months of secret negotiations between the two friends, Cooke agreed to leave the District, and 

popular but out of date RFK Stadium, for a brand-new facility built on an underdeveloped railroad yard 

in Alexandria known as Potomac Yards. But within months, Alexandria residents had sacked the plan. 

 

Wilder, now Dean of the School of Government and Public Affairs at Virginia Commonwealth University, 

blames one man. Then US Congressman Jim Moran, who represented Alexandria. And Moran tells 

WUSA 9 he did everything he could to kill "that rotten deal." 

 

Here's how. Wilder only had a verbal agreement with Cooke before holding that infamous press 

conference for a stadium that never happened. 

 

Wilder said Cooke agreed to buy the land from the state and build the stadium at his own expense and 

even claimed the owner said he would sign the stadium title over to Virginia after 20 years. Cooke only 

had one condition says Wilder.   

 

"He said, 'Doug I don't want any publicity associated with this at all, other than the fact that we are 

going to be doing it.'" 

 

But Moran, who served as Mayor of Alexandria before being elected to Congress, made sure Wilder's 

stadium deal, would not go unnoticed. 

 

Alexandria residents packed public meetings to speak out against the plan, citing traffic and quality of 

life concerns. 

 

Moran told WUSA 9 he also opposed the financial details of the stadium plan. He claims Cooke 

demanded the lion share of the tax revenue while refusing to pay for public safety expenses like traffic 

control on game days. 

 

 



Now 30 years later a role reversal. Moran, a government consultant, supports a new plan approved by 

the Virginia legislature to sell a billion dollars in bonds to help Commanders owner Dan Snyder finance a 

Northern Virginia stadium--just not in Alexandria. 

 

As for Governor Wilder? He thinks Snyder, not taxpayers, should shoulder the cost of a new stadium. 

Wherever he decides to put it. 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Doug Wilder: Former Virginia Governor 

Jim Moran: Former US Congressman, Virginia 

Site Plans for Commanders' Stadium in Northern Virginia 

February 24, 2022 (11pm/4:30 length) 

February 25, 2022 (5am, 6am and 5:30pm re-air/4:30 length) 

WUSA 9’s Chief Investigative Reporter, Eric Flack, has reviewed never released documents, which reveal 

three potential stadium sites in Northern Virginia for the Commanders. The plans not only lay out 

specific locations, but also, blueprints that go far beyond a stadium alone. 

 

The documents, which we agreed not to show, but have permission to report on, are marked 

Washington Football Team Master Plan Workshop. Dated 12-22-2021. The blueprints are broken into 

three separate plans--Sites A, B and C. 

 

We begin with Site C. The closest proposed location to the District.  21 miles from downtown in Sterling, 

Virginia. Loudoun County - on the site of the Loudoun Quarries. 

 

Site B is about 26 miles from downtown DC in Prince William County. Right off I-95 in Woodbridge. 

We took Telegraph Road - and then drove through commercial and residential streets to get there. 

 

Site A sits about 35 miles from downtown DC in Dumfries. And a Prince William County neighborhood 

known as Potomac Shores. 

 

According to the blueprints reviewed by WUSA 9, all three sites would include more than just a 700,000 

square foot, 16-acre stadium.  Creating a mini Commanders city of sorts, with outdoor and indoor 

training facilities and team offices, a 14,000 seat Amphitheatre, hotels and a conference center, 

residential buildings and mixed used retail including night life. 

 

A spokesperson for the Washington Commanders could not comment on any of the proposed sites or 

blueprints reviewed by WUSA 9, but the team did not refute our reporting. 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Jason Wright: Commanders' President 

Dick Saslaw: Virginia State Senator/Fairfax County 

 



Virginia Funding for Commanders' Stadium 

February 25, 2022 (6pm and 11pm re-air/2:58 length) 

February 26, 2022 (7am re-air/2:58 length) 

 

Would Virginia actually be giving the Washington Commanders nothing in its attempt to lure the team 

to the Commonwealth? Depends on who you ask. 

 

Fairfax State Senator and Majority leader Dick Saslaw will tell you - his legislation to create a Virginia 

Football Stadium Authority – which would then turn around and sell one billion dollars in bonds to help 

finance Commanders owner Dan Snyder's new stadium would be a win-win for the state. 

 

But here's the thing. Those bonds sold by the Virginia Football Stadium Authority would be repaid using 

a billion dollars of the future tax revenue generated by the new stadium. 

 

Money that would otherwise go to fund state services, like public safety, schools, health care and 

transportation. 

 

But Saslaw says that's still better that stadium deals in Las Vegas and Atlanta, which fronted hundreds of 

millions of dollars straight from taxpayers to help pay for construction. 

 

Still, not everyone thinks this is such a great deal for Virginia taxpayers. 

State Senator Adam Ebbin, who represents Alexandria, Arlington and Fairfax Counties - is one of the few 

opponents of the bond plan--which has bi-partisan support in the Senate and House, which is moving 

towards passage of a similar, although somewhat less generous financial incentive plan for Snyder. 

The differences between the two packages will have to be ironed out before final passage. 

 

State Senator Mark Peake of Lynchburg, also doesn't like the idea of incentivizing a billionaire NFL 

owner. 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Dick Saslaw: Virginia State Senate/Fairfax 

Mark Peake: Virginia State Senate/Lynchburg 

Adam Ebbin: Virginia State Senate/Arlington/Alexandria/Fairfax 

Prince George's Lawmakers on Keeping Commanders' Stadium 

March 2, 2022 (11pm/3:29 length) 

March 3, 2022 (6am and 5:30pm re-air/3:29 length) 

 

FedEx Field's days are numbered. Could its replacement be built right up the street in Landover? 

 

Prince George's County Delegate Jazz Lewis tells WUSA 9, talks with the Washington Commanders about 

a new Stadium in Prince George's County date back roughly two years and include far more aggressive 

plans then just a facelift for old FedEx. He says the discussions have focused on building FedEx Field's 

replacement on land adjacent to the current site in Landover. 

 

 



Part of the problem with FedEx Field is its lack of access to public transportation. We are a mile from the 

nearest metro stop right now, and if you did try and make that walk, you're doing it along narrow 

sidewalks and busy roads to get to the stadium. The new stadium site would change that, putting it 

much closer to this Morgan Boulevard Metro station, and much more accessible to fans on game day. 

 

Lewis says a new stadium would be part of Prince George's County's transformative Blue Line Corridor 

redevelopment, referring to that blue line Metrorail that runs right through the heart of the county. 

 

The funding source of a new stadium in Prince George's County is less clear. 

The plan in Northern Virginia would include a $1 billion bond package to help owner Daniel Snyder 

finance his new stadium complex in one of three potential sites first reported by WUSA 9: Sterling, 

Woodbridge or Dumfries. 

 

In Maryland, Governor Larry Hogan's administration has already proposed spending $1.2 billion through 

the stadium authority to upgrade Camden Yards and M&T Bank Stadium in Baltimore. 

 

And sources tell WUSA 9 his office is now involved in building in an incentive package to include a new 

stadium adjacent to FedEx Field, financed in part through hundreds of millions of dollars in bonds sold 

through the Maryland Stadium Authority. 

 

Maryland has already reserved one of its 30 retail sports betting licenses for the Commanders, in the 

likely event the team would want to include a sportsbook in its new stadium complex. 

 

Meanwhile Prince Georges County has set aside 16 million dollars for a new Amphitheatre – which is 

part of those Northern Virginia stadium complex plans obtained first obtained by WUSA 9.  

 

One key difference between Maryland's plan and Virginia's? 

 

If Maryland builds a new Commanders stadium, local leaders say Dan Snyder would not be the owner. 

The billionaire would lease the stadium for as long as the Commanders were there. 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Del. Jazz Lewis: Prince George's County 

Angela Alsobrooks: Prince George's County Executive 

Jason Wright: Commanders' President 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Airdates/Times Story #6--DC Infighting Over Commanders' Stadium Site 

March 8, 2022 (11pm/4:13 length) 

March 9, 2022 (6am and 5:30pm re-air/4:13 length) 

 

One of Washington, DC's top leaders is calling plans to bring the Washington Commanders new stadium 

back to the District: a "Hail Mary." In an exclusive interview with WUSA 9, DC's Delegate to Congress, 

Eleanor Holmes Norton, said part of the reason - was infighting between Mayor Muriel Bowser and DC 

Council members. Chief Investigative Reporter Eric Flack is digging deep on why the NFL may never 

return to DC, and news on when aging RFK Stadium, might finally be torn down.  

 

Del. Holmes Norton has spent years trying to clear the way for Washington Commanders owner Daniel 

Snyder to build a new football stadium on the RFK site. Something Snyder himself has worked behind 

the scenes to accomplish since 2018 according to published reports. 

 

After the team changed its name, even DC Mayor Muriel Bowser threw her support behind the plan.  

 

Problem is the stadium idea is facing an all-out blitz from some members of DC Council. Councilmember 

Charles Allen is the loudest most passionate voice against using the District's last, best plot of 

undeveloped land for Dan Snyder's new mecca. 

 

"NFL stadiums are proven uniquely to be poor economic drivers," Allen told WUSA 9. "They host eight or 

10 home games a season, let's throw in occasional bowl game and occasional concert. The most use 

stadiums out there are maybe 20 or 30 events per year, which means at 365 days, it's in dark and empty 

330 days out of the year. That's not a good economic investment for us to spend hundreds of millions of 

dollars to benefit a billionaire. It's also just a really bad use of the land." 

 

Land Allen and others say should be used for greenspace, affordable housing, and retail. 

 

But when it comes to redevelopment of the RFK site, with or without a football stadium, there's a catch. 

Because all 190 acres are federally owned, nothing can be done with the RFK campus until Congress 

changes the terms of its current lease with the city. Or lets DC buy the land from the government 

outright. 

 

Holmes Norton said the recent Congressional hearing into sexual harassment allegations against Snyder 

and other members of his staff have only further dimmed the chances Congress would help the 

billionaire by clearing the way for his new football stadium. Even if it had the full support of DC 

Government. And with the prospect of Republicans regaining control of Congress during the midterm 

elections, Holmes Norton said the city's window to take over the RFK site is about to slam shut. 

 

In the meantime, Events DC, the agency responsible for making the most of the space while it sits 

empty, is moving forward with plans to tear down RFK. Recently awarding a contract for demolition of 

the 60-year-old stadium. But Events DC tells us with several regulatory steps still to take, they don't 

anticipate starting demolition, until sometime next year at the earliest. 

 



People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Mayor Muriel Bowser: (D) District of Columbia 

Charles Allen: (D) DC Councilmember 

Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton: (D) District of Columbia 

Local Issue        Capital Riots 

January 6, 2022 (5pm/2:18 length) 

Capitol Staffers Shaken One Year After Riot 

Reporter: Eric Flack 

In the year since the Capitol Riot - a lot of members of our community have struggled to make sense of 

what they experienced on January 6, 2021. 

For Congressional staff members, that day shattered their sense of safety and security working on 

Capitol Hill. 

The stress has taken a toll on US Capitol Police Officers too. 

The Department tells WUSA 9 more than 100 US Capitol Police officers left the force in 2021, a big jump 

over the previous year. All this as the department says the number of threats being made against 

members of Congress or the Capitol soared. 

To about 9,600 in the 12 months since January 6, 2021. That's compared to about 4,000 threats in 2017. 

Despite it all, some staffers remained committed to their job. 

People Interviewed: 

Rich Luchette: Former Congressional Senior Advisor 

Zoe Bluffstone: Communications Director 

January 6, 2022 (5pm/:49 length) 

Verify: Calling in the National Guard 

Reporter: Evan Koslof 

 WUSA 9’s verify team saw tweet after tweet asking - where is the national guard as people stormed the 

capitol. 

Fast forward to today- the process for calling the Guard has changed. 

WUSA 9’s verify team reached out to an expert to explain the process of calling in the national guard. 

Person Interviewed: 

John Kirby: Pentagon Press Secretary 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



January 6, 2022 (5:30pm/30 minute special) 
NOTE: Repeat broadcast from 12/19/21 
Democracy Divided: Stories of the Capitol Riot 
 
On January 6, 2021—a protest driven by false claims of a stolen presidential election—led to an 
unprecedented attack on the seat of our democracy. Police officers were brutally attacked by their 
fellow Americans. Law enforcement was outnumbered and outflanked on all sides as they fought to 
defend the US Capitol, and the people inside of the building complex. 
 
The extent of the damage to our nation, and our democracy, from what happened on January 6th may 
not be fully known for years. But using hours of never-before-seen videos obtained by WUSA 9 through 
legal challenges, and new interviews with those where were there that day, one thing is clear—the 
experiences of those who survived the Capitol Riot, and those who helped carry it out, are as diverse as 
the nation itself. We are a democracy divided, and this half-hour special tells the stories of the people 
who were there. 
 
People Interviewed/Highlighted: 
Sharon Nichols: Capitol Hill Staffer 
Ronny Sandlin: Accused Rioter 
Sgt. Aquilino Gonell: US Capitol Police Officer 
Doug Jensen: Accused Rioter 
Commander Ramey Kyle: DC Metropolitan Police 
Officer Mike Fanone: DC Metropolitan Police 
Josiah Colt: Accused Rioter 
Nathaniel DeGrave: Accused Rioter 
Jack Wade Whitton: Accused Rioter 
 
January 7, 2022 (5pm/3:10 length) 

Threat of Extremist Groups Growing 

Reporter: Eric Flack 

A WUSA 9 investigation into the Capitol riots attack revealed far right extremist groups--like the Proud 

Boys and Oath Keepers -- were the driving forces behind the insurrection. 

We learned experts believe threats from extremists' organizations have only grown in the last 12 

months.  

People Interviewed: 

Michael Edison Hayden: Southern Poverty Law Center 

Brian Hughes: Polarization and Extremism Research, American University 

 

 

 

 



February 17, 2022 (6:30am and 6pm re-air/3:47 length) 

January 6th Oral History Projects 

 

Some still question the horror we all witnessed during the insurrection at the US Capitol on January 6th. 

To ensure the reality of the day does not fade over time, a new project is underway to record the stories 

of those who survived the Capitol Riot. It is called the January 6th Oral History Projects, which is the idea 

of the Capitol Historical Society. Chief investigative reporter Eric Flack followed one Capitol Hill staff 

member through the emotional process as he recounted his gut-wrenching experience so that it will 

forever live on in history. 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Shane Smith:  Advisor to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi 

Jane Campbell: President, Capitol Historical Society 

Guy Reffitt Trial Day 1 

February 28, 2022 (6am and 12noon re-air/2:53 length) 

February 28, 2022 (6pm/1:44 length) 

February 28, 2022 (11pm/1:33 length) 

March 1, 2022 (5am re-air/1:33 length) 

 

The first January 6th defendant to go on trial stood in front of a potential DC jury pool on this date. 

This was the first day of jury selection. 

 

Investigative Reporter Nathan Baca was live at the DC Federal Courthouse to show how the case of Guy 

Reffitt could be filled with family drama.  Reffitt was turned into authorities by his own teenage son and 

daughter. His son, Jackson, testified for the prosecution. 

 

What Guy Wesley Reffitt did, prosecutors say, is obstruct Congress from certifying the 2020 presidential 

election. In all—Reffitt is facing five felony counts--including bringing a rifle and a semi-automatic 

handgun to DC. 

 

He is accused of bringing that handgun onto the US Capitol grounds where he allegedly participated in 

the January 6th insurrection, and according to prosecutors, threatened police officers. 

 

People Interviewed: 

Jackson Reffitt: Defendant's Son 

Neama Rahman: Former Federal Prosecutor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Guy Reffitt Trial Day 2 

March 1, 2022 (6pm/1:24 length) 

March 1, 2022 (11pm/1:33 length) 

March 2, 2022 (6am re-air/1:33 length) 

 

On this day, a jury was selected for the trial of Guy Reffitt. After 2 days of individual questioning on news 

exposure and feelings about the Insurrection, 38 jurors are getting narrowed down to 16. 

 

Guy Reffitt is accused of 5 felonies, including bringing a handgun onto the Capitol grounds and 

assaulting police officers during the January 6th insurrection.  He sat silently next to his attorney during 

today's jury selection. At times, he took notes. 

 

Prosecutors said today they plan on using Reffitt's own "Telegram" social network messages and video 

from Reffitt's helmet camera.   

 

Reffitt's son and daughter alerted the FBI about their father telling them he had been at the Capitol 

grounds during the insurrection. They both told the FBI Reffitt warned his children "traitors get shot" 

while allegedly threatening them not to talk to police. Reffitt denies this and plead not guilty. 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Jackson Reffitt:  Defendant's Son 

Nicole Reffitt:  Defendant's Wife 

 

Guy Reffitt Trial Day 3 

March 2, 2022 (6pm/2:02 length) 

March 2, 2022 (11pm/1:46 length) 

March 3, 2022 (6am re-air/1:46 length) 

 

Testimony began today in the trial of Guy Reffitt. 

 

The battle for the West Side of the Capitol – amid the Inauguration stands on January 6th – is where 

prosecutors say Reffitt confronted Capitol Police officers.  Prosecutors say Reffitt had a megaphone, 

body armor, and a holstered 40 caliber handgun.  

 

Capitol Police officers at the time testified that pepper balls and rubber bullets had no effect on Reffitt's 

body armor. Only tear gas stopped him after he spurred the crowd to overtake officers. 

 

Prosecutors say that crowd went into the Capitol while Reffitt did not.  

 

Prosecutors add the amount of video evidence is vast and includes: Reffitt's own helmet camera; 

Reffitt's own Telegram social media messages; and, Reffitt's own Zoom calls with fellow Texas Three 

Percenters allegedly telling each other to delete messages to each other. 

 



Reffit's defense attorney told jurors his client did not break or take anything from the Capitol building. 

He denies ever having a gun on the Capitol grounds. His attorney says Reffitt "brags, exaggerates and 

rants," to explain anything prosecutors portray as violent threats against politicians or his own family 

members who turned him into the FBI. 

 

Person Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Ziv Cohen: Forensic Psychologist 

 

Guy Reffitt Trial Day 4 

March 3, 2022 (6pm/2:25 length) 

March 3, 2022 (11pm/2:45 length) 

March 4, 2022 (6am re-air/2:45 length) 

 

Guy Reffitt of Texas  – teared up as his son – took the stand against him. 

 

Guy is a member of the so-called "Constitutionalist" group "Texas Three Percenters" according to 

prosecutors 

 

His 19-year-old son Jackson believes in progressive viewpoints. 

 

They had long running text message political debates. But what split this family apart, testified his son, is 

when Guy went to the Capitol January 6th. 

 

Throughout the trial – federal prosecutors showed video they say shows Guy Reffitt confronting police 

officers just outside the Capitol building.  Prosecutors add Reffitt was armed with a holstered 40 caliber 

handgun. Reffitt is also heard in recordings played in court saying he was armed. 

 

But Reffitt's defense says he had no weapon and "bragged" while drinking alcohol on medication when 

discussing the insurrection. 

 

Jackson Reffitt described secretly recording his father – after he returned home to Texas from DC. 

His father described storming the Capitol grounds with a gun– and threatening to shoot his son and his 

younger sister when Guy suspected one of them would alert the FBI. 

 

What Guy Reffitt didn't know--according to Jackson--was that he had already alerted the FBI. 

 

Reffitt's defense attorney repeatedly asked the  FBI special agent on the stand if it was possible that the 

video evidence showing Reffitt on the Capitol grounds and talking about the insurrection on a zoom 

meeting could have been a so-called "deep-fake" video. That's when people's faces are inserted falsely 

into video. The FBI agent said there is no evidence of that. 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Ziv Cohen: Forensic Psychologist 

Nicole Reffitt: Defendant's Wife 



Guy Reffitt Trial Day 5 

March 4, 2022 (6pm/2:15 length) 

March 4, 2022 (11pm/2:22 length) 

March 5, 2022 (6am re-air/2:22 length) 

 

In today's testimony, Reffitt's friend, Rocky Hardie, testified he witnessed Reffitt with a gun when they 

both walked toward the Capitol. 

 

Reffitt and Hardie were both members of the Texas Three Percenters according to testimony. 

 

Prosecutors and police say Reffitt did NOT draw his handgun when he was in a restricted area just 

outside the Capitol building. 

 

Reffitt's attorney denies his client had a handgun on Capitol grounds. But video released by prosecutors 

shows Reffitt did say he was carrying a weapon onto Capitol grounds. And prosecutors zoomed in on 

video taken on January 6th of Reffitt on the Capitol grounds. The image showed a handgun in a holster 

around Reffitt's waist. 

 

Reffitt did not have a permit to carry a gun in DC. 

 

His defense attorney says any recordings of Guy Reffitt claiming he had a gun on Capitol grounds was an 

exaggeration. 

 

Reffitt's defense attorney had Hardie agree with the statement that Reffitt "brags and uses hyperbole a 

lot." 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Nicole Reffitt: Defendant's Wife 

Rocky Hardie:  Witness 

 

Guy Reffitt Trial Day 6 

March 7, 2022 (6pm/2:10 length) 

March 7, 2022 (11pm/2:18 length) 

 

The key phrase of the day: "Aiding and Abetting." 

 

Prosecutors called two Capitol Police sergeants Monday to the stand. 

 

Their point: Accusing Guy Reffitt of rallying the crowd behind him. "You can't stop us all. We're coming."  

 

Guy Reffitt told that to Capitol Police just before being taken down by pepper spray according to 

officers. Videos showed by prosecutors show that after Reffitt went down – a crowd surged past him. 

The rioters pushed aside police officers - some spraying officers in the face with a variety of chemicals. 

 



Reffitt's defense made two main points through their questioning of officers:  

At no point did Reffitt touch officers – or throw anything at them. 

And Reffitt never did make it inside the Capitol building after getting downed by pepper spray. 

 

Prosecutors closed by saying that "Every mob needs a leader" and pinned that label on Guy Reffitt. 

Reffitt's defense called no witnesses in support of their case. 

 

Guy Reffitt Trial Day 7 

March 8, 2022 (6pm/3:05 length) 

March 8, 2022 (11pm/3:16 length) 

March 9, 2022 (6am re-air/3:16 length) 

 

A jury found the first riot suspect to stand trial in the January 6th insurrection guilty on all counts today. 

This verdict was quick – just two hours of deliberation. 

One juror who didn't want to be identified saying the lack of defense witnesses and the testimony of 

Guy Reffitt's own teenaged son against his father were quote - "pivotal." 

The jury decided Guy Reffitt is guilty of 5 federal counts. 

 

Those are transportation of a firearm, obstruction of official proceeding, entering a restricted area while 

armed, obstructing officers, and threats to obstruct justice, namely – his own son Jackson who turned 

him into the FBI. 

Prosecutors convinced the jury that Guy Reffitt was the "tip of the spear" of the mob that breached a 

Capitol Police line January 6th. 

 

While he never touched or threw anything at officers, prosecutors showed video of Reffitt rallying a 

crowd to surge past officers once he was downed with pepper spray. 

 

The jury agreed with prosecutors that Reffitt was armed with a hip-holstered handgun while on Capitol 

grounds. 

 

Guy Reffitt's sentencing hearing  will begin June 8th. Each obstruction count carries a maximum of 20 

years in prison.  

Person Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Nicole Reffitt: Defendant's Wife 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Local Issue        Public Health 

January 25, 2022 (5:30pm and 11pm re-air/5:18 length) 

COVID 19 & Proof of Vaccination for Business Entry 

 

A WUSA 9 investigation shines a spotlight on that new law in DC - requiring people to show their 

vaccination card and proof of ID to eat or have a drink indoors. 

This, as leaders in Maryland and Virginia debate adopting similar measures. 

 

As Chief Investigative Reporter Eric Flack found, a spot check of restaurants and bars across DC reveal 

major gaps in the District's new system.  And questions about how much all this will really help public 

health. 

 

Our test was conducted just days after the regulations went into effect in DC. 

We visited 20 businesses in all 4 quadrants of the city. Half of them did not check our reporter's 

vaccination status in any form before allowing him to enter, order and eat inside. In fact, 6 of the 10 that 

didn't check him, hadn't even posted the signs now required by the city warning customers about the 

new rules. 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Mark Bucher: Owner, Medium Rare 

Jeffrey Levi, PhD: Professor of Public Health Policy, George Washington University 

Kathy Hollinger: President, Restaurant Assoc of Metro Washington 

 

February 14, 2022 (6am and 5:30pm re-air/3:46 length) 

February 18, 2022 (11pm re-air/3:46 length) 

3G to 5G Transition: Effect on Medical Alert Devices 

 

They are called Personal Emergency Alert Systems. Those "help I've fallen and can't get up devices." As 

Investigative Reporter Laura Geller reported, a cell tower upgrade--going from 3G to 5G --may make 

those devices obsolete, unless customers take action to upgrade their devices. 

 

Here's the issue – When a person has an emergency, they press a button on their device. That device 

sends a signal to a base station in the house. That base station makes a call to a monitoring service or 

emergency responders. Right now, that call is trying to connect to a 3G antenna on a cell tower; but, 

when cell companies turn off 3G in favor of 5G, that call will go nowhere. Leaving the person in need of 

help hanging. 

 

So the industry and safety advocates are asking companies to delay the shutdown of the 3G network. 

The industry says this could impact millions of alert devices.  

 

These network upgrades have been in the works for years and have communicated the upgrade with 

their clients. Each carrier has a different deadline for what they call sunsetting. 

 

 



On top of the millions of medical alert devices going dark, older fire and burglar alarms, crash prevention 

systems in cars, breathalyzers, ankle monitors, sensors that track school buses, older tablets and some 

smart watches might not work either.   

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Jill Myers: Mother Has a Personal Emergency Alert System 

Elaine Myers: Uses a Personal Emergency Alert System 

Daniel Oppenheim: Medical Alert Monitoring Association 

Tom Kamber: AARP 

 

February 21, 2022 (6pm /5:10 length) 

February 26, 2022 (11pm re-air/5:10 length) 

Quadriplegic Fighting Medicare and Medicaid 

 

A North Bethesda man, who spent a quarter century in service to the US government, says he's battling 

that government for a chance to keep living. Patrick Durkin -- paralyzed by a wave in Ocean City in 2009 -

- says Medicare and Medicaid are forcing him out his home and into a nursing facility where he's 

convinced he'll die. 

 

For a decade, Durkin paid his nurse from his pension, savings, private insurance, and long-term care 

insurance. But when he turned 65, Durkin had to sign up for Medicare. Medicare will not pay for  

24-hour in-home care. 

 

Durkin has exhausted his savings to qualify for Medicaid; however, Durkin says an administrative judge 

told him he had to be in an institution to apply for a waiver for Medicaid to pay for the 24-hour in-home 

care he needs. 

 

A spokesman for Maryland Medicaid says it's a priority to keep people in their own homes if they want 

to stay but says: "individuals must meet a cost-neutrality test." Meaning a person has to prove being 

taken care of at home is less expensive than in a facility.  

 

A lawyer for AARP Foundation says forcing Durkin out of his home and into an institution would violate 

the Americans With Disabilities Act. 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Patrick Durkin: Paralyzed & Fighting to Stay Home vs Moving to Nursing Home 

Judy Pangborn: Registered Nurse, Care for Durkin 

Kelly Bagby: AARP 

Andy Owen: Maryland Medicaid 

 
 
 
 



February 26, 2022 (11pm/3:53 length) 
February 29, 2022 (5:30pm re-air/3:53 length) 
VERIFY: Can Dogs Be Trained To Detect COVID-19? 
 
The VERIFY Team met with experts at Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland to find out more about a 
study that looked to determine if dogs could detect the coronavirus. The study was a partnership 
between the US Army, the University of Pennsylvania's PENN VET and various canine training facilities.  
 
People Interviewed: 
Dr. Michele Maughan, scientist at DEVCOM's Chemical Biological Center 
Dr. Patricia Buckley, Supervisory biologist, Chief of the Biochemistry Branch at DEVCOM Chemical 
Biological Center. 
 

VERIFY: What Do Doctors Know About Long Covid? 
March  23, 2022 (11pm/3:52 length) 
March 24, 2022  (5am, 6am, 12noon and 5pm re-air/2:33 length) 
March 26, 2022, (6pm re-air/3:52 length) 
 
Most people who have the coronavirus recover in a couple of weeks, but some, even those with mild 

cases continue to have symptoms weeks or months later. The Verify team met with a local long hauler 

and sat down with a scientist studying to unravel this mystery. 

People interviewed 
Ashley Williams, Long-Hauler 
Dr. Priya Duggal, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
 

Local Issue        Public Safety 

January 31, 2022 (11pm/4:12 length)  

February 1, 2022 (530pm re-air/4:12 length)  

February 2, 2022 (5am re-air/4:12 length) 

AirTag Concerns 

 

Where are my keys? Where did I park my car? Apple wants to help solve these daily dilemmas with its 

AirTag - a little tracking device you can attach to things. But, some people are mis-using AirTags.  

It is a safety concern being reported all over the country. Investigative Reporter Laura Geller takes a look 

at how local law authorities are dealing the problem. 

 

A spokesperson for Apple tells WUSA9 AirTags have features that "discourage unwanted tracking" by 

informing users "if an unknown AirTag might be with them,"  and, "If users ever feel their safety is at 

risk, they are encouraged to contact local law enforcement who can work with Apple to provide any 

available information about the unknown AirTag." 

 

As with any emerging technology there's a learning curve. In some AirTag tracking cases, officers can be 

heard trying to help-- but just aren't sure about the technology or what to do about it. 

 



So you may be asking—Isn't this type of tracking illegal?  Well, it depends on your state's stalking law 

which can be complicated. 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Kimberly Joseph: Concerned About AirTag Tracking 

Commander Nicholas Augustine: Montgomery County Police 

February 1, 2022 (11pm/4:29 length) 

February 2, 2022 (530pm re-air/4:29 length) 

February 6, 2022 (11pm/4:42 length) 

Kennedy Street Fire & Lawsuit 

 

It has been 2 and a half years since 9-year old Yafet Solomon and 40-year old Fitsum Kebede lost their 

lives during a fire in an unlicensed boarding house in DC.  The conditions were so horrible inside and an 

investigation revealed the two were trapped.  An independent audit found DC government agencies did 

not do enough to prevent this tragedy.  Now the District - that has been sued - claims the city is not at 

fault.  

 

According to a November 2019 report, a DC police officer noticed the unsafe conditions inside the home 

back in March, 5 months before the fire.  The officer sent 22 emails to DC Fire and the Department of 

Consumer and Regulatory Affairs.  In May, DCRA finally sent Steve Allen, an investigator,  to the house.  

But Allen told us he visited 3 times and couldn't get in.  His supervisors eventually closed the case.   

 

DC Attorney General Karl Racine filed a motion to dismiss the wrongful death and civil rights charges 

against the city and its employees arguing the only person responsible is the landlord, James Walker.  

According to court documents the AG writes, "The District enforces building and fire safety provisions 

for the benefit of the entire public…and it does not owe a duty to any specific individual, including 

Kebede and Solomon." 

 

Racine's legal response is tied to something called the public duty doctrine. It was ratified by the DC 

council to cover "claims against the District for the actions of contractors and their employees."  

WUSA 9 reached out to the Attorney General and his spokesperson said they do not comment on 

litigation but did stress, "Our office has a long history of standing up for tenants and working to protect 

them from dangerous and unlawful housing conditions, including following the Kennedy Street fire.” 

 

Attorney Grenier says the fact the DC police officer raised the alarm 5 months prior to the fire, DCRA 

sent investigator Allen and then closed the case proves the city was aware of the danger and had an 

obligation to keep people safe, yet failed to do so.  

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Peter Grenier: Attorney for Yafet Solomon's Family 

Jerry Spitz: Attorney for Fitsum Kebede's Family 

Steve Allen: DCRA Investigator 

 



February 22, 2022 (11pm/3:54 length) 

February 23, 2022 (530pm re-air/3:54 length) 

February 27, 2022 (630pm/3:54 length) 

Stalked and Murdered 

 

Michael Garrett is charged with murdering Sylvia Matthews. As WUSA 9 first reported back in December 

-- Matthews went to DC Police a total of four times about Garrett allegedly stalking her --- before she 

was found dead in her home. Garrett was hiding in her basement when police arrived. 

Matthews' family and District leaders say the system failed Matthews, and they're pressing for change 

to prevent more deaths from happening. 

 

Garrett was serving a 24-year sentence for multiple burglary and assault charges against Matthews from 

1999. Last year, Garrett applied for early release, because of rising cases of COVID infections in the jail. A 

judge granted his request – even after court records showed Garrett threatened a female jail guard here 

saying, "When they let me out, I'll show you what type of man I am." 

According to family – Matthews had no idea the man convicted of beating and robbing her got early 

release. 

 

When prosecutors in the US Attorney's Office objected to the early release,  they added this warning:  

"Due to the age of this case and the closure of the Federal Records Center, the government has not 

been able to locate the victims, nor the family members of the victim."   

 

But the Federal Records Center told WUSA 9 it has no record of an information request on the Garrett 

case from the US Attorney's Office. The US Attorney's Office has not replied to our questions about this 

contradiction. 

 

Family says Matthews shouldn't have been hard to find – she lived at the same Southwest DC house for 

30 years and worked for the DC Government.  

 

Before she was killed, court records show Matthews called DC Police on October 7th saying Garrett tried 

to force his way into her home and threatened her life. It was a violation of his parole. DC Police 

responded and arrested Garrett – but he was let out of jail. 

 

Records show Matthews called police again October 15th saying Garrett beat her and said, "I am going 

to kill you."  

 

Police report they couldn't find Garrett after that incident. 

  

Then on December 3rd, hours before she was killed, prosecutors report DC Police responded to 

Matthews calls twice saying she spotted Garrett in her neighborhood breaking into her car. 

 

Court records show Garrett's parole supervisor flagged the court with a "notice of non-compliance" the 

week in between his October 7th and October 15th arrests. 

 



WUSA 9 asked DC's Offender Supervision Agency what they did once hearing about those arrests – and 

it responded it "increased Garrett's supervision level" without explaining what that practically meant. 

Court records show no effort was made to find and arrest Garrett for those parole violations. 

 

People Interviewed/Highlighted: 

Sheila Matthews: Victim's Niece 

Debra McCombs: Victim's Cousin 

Charles Allen: DC Councilmember 

 

Local Issue        Black History Month 

February 2, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/1:19 length) 

Black History: Mental Health 

Reporter: Jess Arnold 

There's never been a greater emphasis on taking care of our mental health. Still, there's a lack of 

resources in the black community. WUSA 9 spoke with two mental health professionals who say the 

black community in particular needs a lot more resources to address trauma that has been building not 

only for the last couple of years but for generations. They say finding the right therapist is crucial, but 

census bureau data shows that only about 4% of therapists are black or African American. Dr. Kia James, 

Licensed Professional Counselor and Evan Auguste, Association of Black Psychologists. 

 

February 2, 2022 (9am/4 minutes length) 

Rodney A. Brooks 

  

Great Day Washington Interview with Rodney A. Brooks about fixing the racial wealth gap and how black 

Americans can combat the financial obstacles many of them have been facing for generations. 

 

February 3, 2022 (9am/4 minutes length) 

Simone Eccleston/The Black Genius Foundation 

 

Interview with Simone Eccleston about her new nonprofit, The Black Genius Foundation. The 

organization’s goals are to transform the conversation around genius by placing black artists and the 

Black Creative Ecosystem at the center. The nonprofit also does this through granting awards, public 

programs, and digital initiatives, which elevates the past-present-future continuum of how the African 

Diaspora continues to define genius. 

 

February 9, 2022 (9am/4 minutes length) 

George Worrell 

 

Interview with local stylist, George Worrell, about the past and current black fashion designers and a 

special tribute to Andre Leon Talley. 

 

 

 



February 14, 2022 (9am/4 minutes length) 

Documentary: The American Diplomat 

 

Interview with Edward Dudley, Jr. and Leola Calzolai-Stewart about a new documentary, The American 

Diplomat. The documentary takes a special look at three Black Ambassadors: Edward Dudley, Terence 

Todman, and Carl Rowan. Each pushed past historical and institutional racial barriers to reach high-

ranking appointments in the Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy administrations. They did so at the 

height of the Civil Rights Movement.  

 

February 15, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/1:34 length) 

Black History: Mental Health Center  

Reporter: Jess Arnold  

 

After WUSA 9’s  story on February 2, community members in Prince George’s County reached out to us 

about a new center that provides mental health resources in underserved communities. Thomas Rouse 

got help from Covenant House, a homeless resource center. They connected him with volunteers of 

America’s Hope Center in Greenbelt, MD. America’s Hope Center offers everything from mental health 

services to primary care, all under one roof. The center says about 90% of their clients are black or 

African American, most low-income, uninsured or under-insured. Dr. Dan Bochicchio is the Executive 

Director of Healthcare Services. He says they’re working to reach more people like Thomas and erase 

the stigma surrounding mental health issues.  

 

February 17, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/2:21 length) 

Black History: Asthma Clinic 

Reporter: Jess Arnold  

 

For decades, asthma has disproportionately plagued black and African American kids in the nation's 

capital. A clinic is working to reduce the gap to help kids take control of their breathing. The IMPACT DC 

clinic at Children's National Hospital is an intervention program to help educate families on how to 

manage their asthma and reduce ER visits. Dr. Shilpa Patel, the clinic's medical director, said asthma has 

disproportionately impacted Black and African Americans for years. IMPACT DC works to educate 

families and advocate for better housing conditions. 

 

February 23, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/1:50 length) 

Black History: Purple Heart 

Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 

 

Sanders Williams served as a pilot in the Vietnam War. He flew medivac operations for nearly two years 

in the US Army, but his service temporarily came to an end when he was seriously wounded. Despite his 

injury, he traveled with the Army to Washington, DC in 1968 after the Martin Luther King, Jr. was 

assassinated. He joined the Metropolitan Police Department as a chief pilot and retired after more than 

two decades of service. After retiring, he was connected with the Semper Fi & America’s Fund, a military 

nonprofit helping to remodel his home and provide financial assistance for his medical visits. 

 



February 25, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/1:48 length) 

Black History: Kidney Disease 

Reporter: Marcella Robertson 

 

At 33-years old, Austin Lee already has two kidney transplants behind him. Since his second transplant, 

Lee has been able to live a normal life. But in the black community, not many people have a success 

story like his. Kidney disease is prevalent in the black community. However, those patients don't have 

equal access to kidney transplants, according to Dr. Keith Melancon, Director of Transplants at  

George Washington University Hospital.  Now, a George Mason University-led team of researchers 

hopes to correct the disparity among black patients and kidney transplants. They are working to create 

an algorithm to help improve the kidney donor-recipient matching process, especially in the black 

community. Those disparities have many different factors including location, cost, and insurance. For 

people of color, it is common to be on dialysis for years. However, life after a kidney transplant is much 

better than dialysis. And receiving a new kidney is a patient's best chance of living a longer life.  

February 28, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/1:46 length) 

Black History: Great Migration 

Reporter: Matt Gregory  

 

Washington, DC is home to many great works of art. But there is one specific gallery that houses a rare 

collection the tells a story of the American black experience. The pieces are only on display in two 

places, New York City and DC. The exhibit tells a part of African-American history that’s often forgotten – 

the great migration. Artist Jacob Lawrence did 60 paintings that tell the story from beginning to end. 

They are on display at the Phillips Collection. 

 

 

Local Issue        Women’s History Month 

 

March 1, 2022 (9am/4 minutes length)  

Great Day Washington interview with Kim Crowder, Founder & CEO of Kim Crowder Consulting about 

the equal pay victory for the US Women’s Soccer Team. Crowder also addresses how lawsuit win sets 

others in the right direction towards closing the wage gap. 

March 21, 2022 (9am/4 minutes length)  

Great Day Washington interview with Danielle Ross, LEGOLAND New York, Master Model Builder. 

As the first and only female Master Model Builder at LEGOLAND New York, Danielle Ross is encouraging 

inclusive play and is proof that children’s creative ambitions are not limited by gender stereotypes. 

March 23, 2022 (9am/4 minutes length)  

Interview with the founder of Moms 4 Mental Health about their Menstrual Hygiene Drive to help 

combat period poverty and provide menstrual hygiene products to those in need.  

 

 



March 27, 2022 (8:30am/30 minute special inside of Wake Up Washington) 

Women’s History Month is a chance to reflect on and celebrate the role of women in our lives and our 
community. On Sunday,  March 27th, WUSA 9 showcased that content in the form of special. "WUSA 9 
Celebrates Women’s History Month" aired as part of Sunday's 8:30am Wake up Washington newscast. 
The show was a hyper-local celebration and acknowledgement of the contributions and advancements 
of women in our area.  
 
WUSA 9 interviewed Muriel Bowser and Sharon Pratt about their careers and impact as leaders in 

Washington, DC. We talked with both mayors about their respective times in office and the challenges 

they faced. 

People Interviewed: 

DC Mayor Muriel Bowser 

Former DC Mayor Sharon Pratt 

Segments also included five navy pilots who are soaring high to help create a pathway for women in 

aviation. Sharla McBride highlighted these women who say the sky is the limit.  Lieutenants 

Espinal, Amber Somma, Rebecca Ryan, Mikaela Sakach and Natalie Sava. 

March 30, 2022 (9am/4 minutes length) 

Interview with two members of The Griffin Firm. A boutique law firm run by 7 black female attorneys, 

each one bringing both legal and real-world expertise from diverse backgrounds. Their areas of practice 

include commercial and residential real estate transactions, corporate law, and entertainment law. As a 

boutique firm, they believe in the importance of building and maintaining strong bonds with their 

clients.  

Local Issue        Impact: Help For Ukraine 

 
February 28, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/2:10 length) 
Ukrainian Family  
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 
 
As Russia continues to invade Ukraine, people are becoming increasingly worried about their families 
overseas. John Kosogof purchased a one-way plane ticket flying into Poland, before planning to drive to 
the Ukrainian border to try and reach his wife and stepchildren. Kosogof plans to be gone for two weeks 
but purchased an open-ended plane ticket depending on how things develop.  In the meantime, he 
plans to volunteer at refugee sites as a translator. 
 
March 1, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/1:26 length) 
Students Learn About War in Ukraine 
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 
 
Conversations and support surrounding the crisis in Ukraine continue to be seen across the DMV. It is 
also front and center in many local lesson plans. At Langley High School in Fairfax County, VA, teacher 
David Kuhn says Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is now at the center of their discussions. The political 
science, current affairs elective course is open to 9th through 12th-grade students. Kuhn encourages his 

https://langleyhs.fcps.edu/


students in the class to ask questions and have an open dialogue about some of the top headlines 
coming in from around the globe. 
 
March 4, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/1:06 length) 
Help for Ukrainian Girls 
Reporter: Jess Arnold 
 
As Ukrainian women and girls flee their home country, many likely haven't packed everything they need, 
so a Maryland group is sending them supplies that are often forgotten -- feminine products. Dana 
Marlowe, Founder of I Support the Girls. 
 
March 8, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/1:33 length) 
Ukrainian Family Update  
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 
 
Nicole checked back in with John Kosogof who traveled to Poland in February to try to reach his wife 
and stepchildren. Kosogof was able to reunite with his wife, who traveled 18 hours by foot to reach the 
border. He shared with us the support he saw first-hand from those families taking in refugees in 
Poland. 
 
March 11, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/1:27 length) 
Airbnb 
Reporter: Jess Arnold 
 
People across the DMV are donating to Ukrainian refugees by booking their Airbnbs, hoping to send 
help directly to those who need it. University of Maryland professor Jen Golbeck says she couldn’t look 
away and had to do something to help. She turned to Airbnb to help by booking rooms from Ukrainian 
hosts. 
 
March 17, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/1:37 length) 
Medical Supplies 
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 
 
The war in Ukraine hits close to home for Nadia McConnell, the founder of The US Ukraine Foundation. 
She and her family are refugees from World War II. She says she sees parallels between what is 
happening in Ukraine and what happened in WWII. McConnell is now organizing support from the 
Nation’s Capital, focusing on medical supplies, and finding ways to get them there.  
 
March 24, 2022 (5am and 6am re-air/1:09 length) 
Local Ukrainian Help 
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 
 
Oksana Sukhina immigrated to the US from Ukraine two years ago,  once her son turned 21. When the 
Russia invasion started, Sukhina said her son decided to return to Ukraine to help defend his country. 
Sukhina is the program director for the US Ukraine Foundation. She is currently working with other 
organizations to send medical supplies to Ukraine. 
 
 

https://usukraine.org/


Local Issue        Get Uplifted 

 
February 2, 2022 (5am/1:30 length) 
Special Delivery 
Reporter: Tom Dempsey 
 
It was a special delivery, thousands of feet in the air. A mother went into labor on a flight headed to DC 
and delivered her baby on the plane. Lucky for her, people on board jumped into action to help, 
including flight attendant, Yul Battiler. WUSA 9 spoke with Batiller, who used to be a nurse before 
changing careers.  
 
February 10, 2022 (5am/1:00 length) 
Crossing Guard Honored  
Reporter: Jess Arnold 
 
Virginia named Ms. Cora Reed of Alexandria City Public Schools one of the Commonwealth's most 
outstanding crossing guards. She has been on the job for nearly 50 years. For almost 5 decades, students 
in Alexandria City have been greeted by Cora when they cross the street. The families she protects, and 
the Commonwealth of Virginia, came together to celebrate her. WUSA 9 spoke to Cora Reed who said 
she was flattered by the honor. 
 
March 3, 2022 (5am/1:43 length) 
Jake’s Ice Cream  
Reporter: Jess Arnold  
 
A retired optometrist started an ice cream shop in Falls Church, VA,  to give adults with special needs 
opportunities to thrive. Robin Rinearson opened Jake’s Ice Cream after her nephew, Jake, lost his job 
during the covid pandemic. Jake has cerebral palsy. Rinearson only employs people with special needs, 
head injuries or other disabilities. She says the return on her investment is priceless.  
 
March 18, 2022 (5am/3:15 length) 
Blacks in Wax  
Reporter: Allison Seymour 
 
After a two-year hiatus, the "Blacks in Wax" program is back with in-person performances at THEARC 
Theater in Southeast DC.  Founded by former DC First Lady Cora Masters Barry 15 years ago, Barry and 
her staff of professionals, teach acting and dramatics to children and youth who attend the Southeast 
Tennis and Learning Center, (SETLC), the majority of whom have never acted or performed before. 
WUSA 9 spoke to Cora Masters Barry about this year’s performances.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



March 25, 2022 (6am/1:15 length) 
Toy Bunny Found  
Reporter: Abby Llorico 
 
An abandoned toy has found a place in the hearts of thousands, and now the woman who found it is 
hoping to turn the lost plush animal into something good. Dawn Eden Goldstein was walking near her 
Capitol Hill home when she found the small plush rabbit lying face up on the sidewalk. She posted a 
picture of the rabbit on Twitter, asking people to share the message in hopes of finding the family to 
whom the bunny belongs. Within minutes, the message was shared by several high-profile DC accounts, 
including Ambassador Susan Rice. Now she’s working on a toy drive ahead of the Easter holiday, hoping 
to collect as many bunnies as possible for kids in local hospitals. 
 
Local Issue        Verify 
 
VERIFY ON-AIR QUESTIONS ANSWERED 
 
With so many rumors and misinformation out there,  it can be hard to know what is real and what is 
not.  WUSA 9’s VERIFY team answered questions from the community with vetted experts, original 
documents and fact-checking to get to the truth.  Segments were from :45-2:15 in length. 
 
Questions Verified 
 
January 2022 
 
The CDC’s guidance on who should stay at home and for how long after testing positive for COVID. 
 
Are airlines using no fly lists to punish unruly passengers? 
 
Is Germany running ads to help feed hungry Americans? 
 
Is it illegal to drive with snow on top of your car? 
 
Can you track what streets have or haven’t been plowed on Waze? 
 
Should you replace your mask if it’s gotten wet? 
 
Who’s responsible for shoveling sidewalks? 
 
Is ice melt harmful to pets? 
 
Why was the most recent storm not a blizzard? 
 
Why wasn’t the National Guard called to help stranded motorist? 
 
Is the US Capitol considered public space? 
 
What federal COVID related assistance programs ended? 
 



How does VA DOT decide which roads to plow first? 
 
Can a person still be contagious more than five days after their first positive COVID-19 test? 
 
Are felons allowed to vote? 
 
Are Capitol Police short-staffed? 
 
Is it legal to block off a parking space on a public street? 
 
What does the CDC’s announcement about pediatric hospitalizations mean? 
 
What does “flurona” mean? 
 
Should you wait for a booster if you’ve had COVID? 
 
Can teens get their flu shot and COVID booster at the same time? 
 
What’s the best time to get a PRC test versus a rapid one? 
 
Is Amazon offering a crypto-coin? 
 
What does a faint line mean on a COVID test? 
 
Can Congress change or even block DC laws? 
 
Fact checking SCOTUS claims. 
 
Is the IRS pushing the tax deadline again this year? 
 
How long does it take your body to reach full protection after being vaccinated? 
 
How to get a free at-home COVID test kit. 
 
Should you start swabbing your throat when testing for COVID? 
 
Does adding a mask to a paper bag sanitize it? 
 
What should you do if you lost your vaccine card? 
 
Who pays when a tree falls on your house? 
 
Do you have to pay for the government issued COVID test kits? 
 
Fact checking: Governor Youngkin’s claims about masks. 
 
Does the Navient settlement cancel loans for federal student loan borrowers as well? 
 



Is there a substitute teacher shortage in DC? 
 
Can Governor Youngkin withhold money from public schools? 
 
The biggest mistakes made with doing an at home COVID test. 
 
Can cold weather affect COVID test kits? 
 
Can vaccinated people donate blood? 
 
Is it okay to get BOTOX injections around the same time you get the vaccine? 
 
Fact checking HB 781. 
 
Have both parties used filibuster? 
 
How was the COVID vaccine developed so quickly? 
 
What’s the future of the Omnicron variant? 
 
How to spot a fake test kit? 
 
Can you sue pharmaceutical companies? 
 
What is the Ronald McDonald's House Charities' position on vaccination mandates? 
 
Do you need facial ID to file your taxes? 
 
Can COVID be transmitted through 2nd hand smoke? 
 
Are you more likely to suffer from Myocarditis after getting COVID, or after getting vaccinated? 
 
How long does it take the IRS to process returns? 
 
Are the free N95 masks available at your local drug store? How many can you get? 
 
Fact checking Fairfax County Public Schools’ “test to stay” program. 
 
February 2022 
 
If you received advance child tax credit payments should you claim them on your 2021 return? 
 
Is the IRS using facial recognition? 
 
Can smell training bring back lost senses? 
 
Do viruses always weaken when they mutate? 



 
How is contact tracing changing in Fairfax County, VA? 
 
Are hospitals mostly full of unvaccinated COVID patients? 
 
What are the penalties for mask less students in Loudoun County, VA? 
 
Does Medicare cover at home test kits? 
 
Does the US stockpile billions of pounds of cheese? 
 
Is there a way to check if someone else filed your taxes using your Social Security number? 
 
What’s happening with vaccine targeting Omnicron? 
 
What to do if you have not received your free COVID test kits? 
 
Did billionaire Mark Cuban start a real online drugstore? 
 
Can you compete for a country other than the one you were born in? 
 
Can you get missed stimulus money when filing your taxes? 
 
What are the 3 biggest way interest rates impact Americans? 
 
Did the CDC change its definition of vaccine? 
 
How should we talk about vaccine effectiveness? 
 
Are parents suing Governor Youngkin over masks? 
 
Will you be taxed on third stimulus payment? 
 
Are Alexandria public school teachers getting a raise? 
 
Is Congress considering a nursing salary cap? 
 
Can you collect a child tax credit for a new baby? 
 
Fast Facts on Virginia’s bill to legalized recreational marijuana sales. 
 
Does checking your credit score hurt your credit? 
 
Are license cover plates legal? 
 
Does chocolate production lead to deforestation? 
 
Is Australia’s government sending unvaccinated citizens to camps? 



Can the IRS tax NFTs? 
 
What does METRO’s audit mean? 
 
What does the end of 3G mean to you? 
 
Does your recycling get recycled? 
 
How to slow the spread of bird flu? 
 
Does Bitcoin impact the environment? 
 
Are humans contributing to climate change? 
 
Does the US have an obligation to intervene in Ukraine? 
 
Will the conflict in Ukraine drive up gas prices? 
 
Fast Facts on the end of the mask mandate in DC. 
 
March 2022 
 
Which brands of Vodka are made in Russia? 
 
What are the true costs of Amazon’s affordable housing? 
 
How much oil does the US import from Russia? 
 
What eviction protections are in place in DC, MD, and VA? 
 
Is Montgomery County spending nearly double on electric cars than other counties? 
 
What will releasing 60 million barrels of oil do? 
 
Can you tell if gas comes from Russia? 
 
How is cherry blossoms peak bloom predicted? 
 
Why are US gas pricing rising? 
 
How can you identify price gouging? 
 
Are pedestrian deaths the highest in decades? 
 
Why is the war in Ukraine affecting wheat and corn prices? 
 
How to spot misinformation about the war in Ukraine? 



 
Did Ukraine agree to give up its nuclear weapons in 1994 in exchange for safety from a US or Russian 
invasion? 
 
How much oil and gas does the US produce? 
 
What is the gas tax holiday in our area? 
 
Does META allow for violent posts against Russians? 
 
How do you know which QR codes really support Ukraine? 
 
Can Americans legally join the fight in Ukraine? 
 
Does a gas tax holiday guarantee lower price? 
 
What are the 3 biggest ways interest rates impact Americans? 
 
How to tell if you’ve got COVID or allergies? 
 
Are fuel surcharges legal? 
 
The breakdown of the cost of a gallon of gas. 
 
What we know about BA.2 subvariant. 
 
What is the “Invade the Hague Act?” 
 
Does the Virginia State Pension Fund contain Russian assets? 
 
Does a proposed Maryland bill allow infanticide? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCAST 

JANUARY 2022 
 
FACE THE NATION 

01/02/22 Guests: Mark Strassmann, FACE THE NATION senior national correspondent (1); Dr. 

Scott Gottlieb, former FDA commissioner, Pfizer board member (2); Miguel Cardona, 

United States secretary of education (3); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News director of 

elections and surveys (4); Representative Liz Cheney (R-WY), vice chair, Select 

Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol (5); 

Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), chair, House Permanent Select Committee on 

Intelligence, member, Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the 

United States Capitol (6); Professor Robert Pape, University of Chicago (7) 

1) a report from Atlanta on the concerns and daily record-breaking infections due to the 

Omicron variant 

2) Topics include: Omicron peak / guidelines for young children / serial testing / Omicron 

wave timeline / his opposition to schools mandating boosters 

3) Topics include: continuing belief that schools should remain open, even with the 

highly contagious Omicron variant / concerns expressed by school districts / testing / 

supporting educators / how to keep children under the age of five safe 

4) a discussion on the results from a new CBS News poll on the lingering effect of the 

January 6th, 2021 violent attack on the U.S. Capitol on the national psyche 

5) Topics include: risk of political violence ahead of the anniversary and in years ahead / 

investigating the culpability of the former president / continued support of Mr. Trump 

within the Republican Party / her commitment to continuing the investigation; changing 

election laws / Mr. Trump’s continuing efforts to undermine the democratic process / 

focus on re-election efforts, as Mr. Trump promises to campaign against her 

6) Topics include: purpose of public hearings related to the January 6th investigation / 

investigating the culpability of the former president / failures of the Intelligence 

community / Trump administration’s strategy of denying records; Russia’s likely invasion 

of Ukraine 

7) Topics include: his work with the Pentagon, studying the January 6th attack on the 

Capitol / economic profile of the attackers / media consumption / role of race and the 

right-wing conspiracy theory, “the great replacement” / 2022 election season 

01/09/22 Guests: Speaker of the House Representative Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) (1); Mark Strassmann, 

FACE THE NATION senior national correspondent (2); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA 

commissioner, Pfizer board member (3); Holly Williams, CBS News foreign 

correspondent (4); Mayor Eric Adams (D-New York, NY) (5); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News 

senior foreign correspondent (6); Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger (R) (7); 

David Becker, executive director and founder, Center for Election Innovation and 

Research (8) 



1) Topics include: Omicron surge; issues coming before Congress in the coming weeks / 

Build Back Better legislation; state changes in voting rights and election laws / midterm 

elections 

2) a report from Brunswick, GA on the surging demand for COVID-19 tests as Omicron 

continues to sweep across the country 

3) Topics include: predictions for the Omicron wave / advice for parents / risk to young 

children / changing CDC guidelines / Biden administration’s plan for distributing tests to 

households / understanding the public’s risk of exposure 

4) a report from Ukraine, where forces are bracing for a possible Russian invasion 

5) Topics include: impact of the coronavirus variant Omicron on hospitals and schools / 

commitment to keeping schools and daycare facilities open / staffing shortages; 

encouraging vaccinations and booster shots 

6) a report from Bangkok, Thailand on global efforts to fight COVID-19 ahead of the 

Winter Olympics 

7) Topics include: his bid for re-election; former president’s latest claim of election fraud 

in Georgia / suggestions for nationwide election reform / Freedom to Vote Act and the 

John Lewis Voting Rights Act / Stacey Abrams’ concerns about voter suppression in the 

2018 gubernatorial race 

8) Topics include: reaction to comments made by Secretary Raffensperger during his 

interview; concerns over voting restrictive laws in states with GOP-controlled 

legislatures / Freedom to Vote Act and the John Lewis Voting Rights Act / possible 

update to the Electoral Count Act 

01/16/22 Guests: Anthony Salvanto, CBS News director of elections and surveys (1); Senator Tim 

Kaine (D-VA) (2); Jake Sullivan, White House national security adviser, Biden 

administration (3); Mark Strassmann, FACE THE NATION senior national correspondent 

(4); Governor Larry Hogan (R-MD) (5); Mayor Quinton Lucas (D- Kansas City, MO) (6); Dr. 

Scott Gottlieb, former FDA commissioner, Pfizer board member (7) 

1) a discussion on the results from a new CBS News poll on how Americans feel about 

President Biden’s first year in office 

2) Topics include: reaction to CBS News poll results critical of President Biden’s 

perceived lack of focus on the inflation issue / Build Back Better legislation / criticism 

from Democratic strategist James Carville / infrastructure bill / possible rule changes in 

the Senate / President Biden’s recent speech in Georgia on voting rights / Republican 

opposition to the John Lewis bill; midterm elections 

3) Topics include: resolved hostage situation in a Texas synagogue; active threat from 

Russia against Ukraine / cyberattacks / possible U.S. responses, including sanctions; 

preventing Iran from possessing a nuclear weapon 

4) a report from Boston on the COVID-19 surge, due to the Omicron variant, and the 

continuing impact on inflation and supply chain issues 



5) Topics include: Omicron surge in Maryland / how the federal government is falling 

short in their response to the crisis / CDC’s updated mask guidance / interest in possible 

fourth booster shots for the most vulnerable / opposition to school shutdowns; push 

from high-level Republicans for a possible Senate run 

6) Topics include: overwhelmed hospitals in Kansas City / political challenges from the 

state prohibiting a possible citywide mask mandate / focus on vaccinations; reaction to 

CBS News poll results faulting the Biden administration for the confusing messaging 

around COVID; faith that a Democrat could win a statewide election / re-election bid for 

mayor 

7) Topics include: importance of remaining vigilant to avoid the Omicron variant / 

variant-specific vaccines / evaluating the Biden administration’s pandemic response 

01/23/22 Guests: Antony Blinken, U.S. Secretary of State, Biden administration (1); 

Representative Bennie Thompson (D-MS), chairman, Select Committee to Investigate 

the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol (2); Representative Michael McCaul 

(R-TX), Republican leader, Foreign Affairs Committee (3); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA 

commissioner, Pfizer board member (4) 

 Correspondent: Margaret Brennan, moderator, FACE THE NATION (5) 

1) Topics include: Russia’s military buildup along Ukraine’s borders / his recent meeting 

with Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov in Geneva / reluctance to leverage possible 

sanctions now / united response from the United States and Europe / Russian President 

Putin’s playbook 

2) Topics include: receipt of Trump administration documents relevant to the January 6th 

investigation / spring 2022 target for public hearings / recent subpoena of Rudy Giuliani, 

Ivanka Trump and White nationalists / stories of malfeasance orchestrated to overthrow 

the election and declare Trump the winner / Department of Justice’s decision to charge 

Oath Keeper leader Stewart Rhodes with seditious conspiracy 

3) Topics include: reaction to the allegations made concerning the plot to overthrow the 

election; call for sanctions against Russia / Russia’s military buildup along Ukraine’s 

borders / legislation to support Ukraine / criticism of President Biden for projecting a 

message of weakness, starting with the withdrawal from Afghanistan 

4) Topics include: return to office timeline / continuing mask mandates in schools / 

vaccines for children under the age of five / period of immunity after infection 

5) “Listening to America” focus group on COVID and the economy 

 

01/30/22 Guests: Mola Lenghi, CBS News correspondent (1); Mark Strassmann, FACE THE NATION 

senior national correspondent (2); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA commissioner, Pfizer 

board member (3); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) (4); Representative James Clyburn 

(D-SC), Democratic Whip (5); Holly Williams, CBS News foreign correspondent (6); 



Oksana Markarova, Ukraine’s ambassador to the United States (7); Ambassador Victoria 

Nuland, under secretary for political affairs, U.S. Department of State (8) 

1) a report from Boston on the winter storm that impacted the entire Eastern Seaboard 

2) a report from Atlanta on the decline in COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations over the 

past week, as a new subvariant nicknamed Stealth Omicron is detected  

3) Topics include: Stealth Omicron subvariant / guidance for childcare centers / vaccines 

for children ages five and under / challenge of determining a clear benchmark for lifting 

health measures, such as indoor mask mandates 

4) Topics include: praise for potential Supreme Court nominee South Carolina Federal 

District Judge Michelle Childs / criticism from some Republicans against President Biden 

for his promise to name a Black woman to replace Supreme Court Justice Stephen 

Breyer; possible bipartisan agreement on sanctions for Russia and support for Ukraine / 

support for President Biden’s decision to send more troops to reinforce NATO; reaction 

to Donald Trump’s recent comments about pardoning those arrested for the January 6th 

attack on the U.S. Capitol; investigations related to President Trump and throwing out 

election results 

5) Topics include: potential Supreme Court nominee Michelle Childs; reviving portions of 

the Build Back Better plan; midterm elections / DNC leadership 

6) a report from Donetsk, Ukraine, close to the frontlines, where Ukrainians are 

preparing for a possible invasion by Russian troops 

7) Topics include: Russia’s military buildup along Ukraine’s borders / need not to panic / 

types of support Ukraine needs from the U.S. government / preparing for a Russian 

cyberattack / President Putin’s attack not just on Ukraine, but on democracy  

 

8) Topics include: U.S. assessment of Vladimir Putin’s next move / diplomatic and 

military strategies / “panic is not a policy” / working with Congress on legislation 

containing sanctions 

60 MINUTES 

01/02/22 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “The Ritchie Boys” 

 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “The Ritchie Boys” 

 “The Ritchie Boys” – a one-hour expanded report on the Ritchie Boys, a secret U.S. 

intelligence unit from World War II. This broadcast includes interviews and footage not 

broadcast previously. Many members of the unit were German-born Jews, who were 

rigorously trained to gather information before they were sent back to Europe to assist 

with the Allied effort to defeat Nazism. Living members of the Ritchie Boys discuss the 

role they played in helping to end the war. Includes interviews with Guy Stern, Paul 

Fairbrook, Max Lerner (new for this expanded rebroadcast), and Victor Brombert, former 

members of the Ritchie Boys; and David Frey, a professor of history and director of the 

Center for Holocaust Studies at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. (C: Jon Wertheim 



– P: Katherine Davis) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 05/09/21; Rebroadcast: 09/05/21 

– both on 60 MINUTES) 

01/09/22 “The Big Quit” – a report on “The Great Resignation,” where workers are quitting jobs at 

an unprecedented rate. With a shift towards remote work due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 

workers in many fields have reassessed their employment options. Includes interviews 

with Karin Kimbrough, LinkedIn’s Chief Economist; Carl Sobocinski, a restaurant owner 

from Greenville, South Carolina; James Jordon, owner of a construction company in 

Greenville; Melissa Williams, who quit her job during “The Great Resignation”; and Kenzie 

Biggins, founder of Worxbee. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Rome Hartman)  

“One Small Step” – an interview with Dave Isay. The American radio producer discusses 

his ongoing oral history project, along with his new broadcasting concepts. Includes 

interviews with Dr. Carla Hayden, the librarian of Congress; and Jason Reynolds, an author 

who serves on the StoryCorps board of directors. (C: Norah O’Donnell – P: Keith Sharman) 

“The Kicker” – a report on the NFL kicker. Scoring a third of total league points in a high-

pressure position, professional football kickers are often overlooked due to their little 

playtime. Includes interviews with Justin Tucker, a Baltimore Ravens kicker; John 

Harbaugh, Baltimore Ravens coach; Calais Campbell, defensive lineman for the Baltimore 

Ravens; Morten Andersen, former placekicker for the New Orleans Saints and Atlanta 

Falcons; and Connor Barth, who kicked for four NFL teams. (C: Jon Wertheim – P: Draggan 

Mihailovich) 

The Mail - selected viewer comments on last week’s 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “The Ritchie 

Boys” (OAD: 01/02/22) 

01/16/22 60 MINUTES (8:09 - 9:09p) 

“The Betrayal” – a report on Anne Frank’s discovery by Nazis. Until recently it remained 

a mystery as to how the Frank family’s secret dwelling was discovered during the 

Holocaust, but a new investigation has uncovered previously unknown information that 

points to a prime suspect: Arnold van den Bergh, a prominent Jewish businessman, who 

was put in an untenable position by the Nazis to save himself and his family.  Includes 

interviews with Vince Pankoke, former FBI agent; Thijs Bayens, a Dutch filmmaker; Dr. 

Gertjan Broek, a historian at the Anne Frank house; Peter Van Twisk, a Dutch journalist 

who led the research team for this project; Bram Van Der Meer, an investigative 

psychologist for the national police force in the Netherlands; and Menachem Sebbag, an 

orthodox rabbi in Amsterdam and Chief Jewish Chaplain in the Dutch Army. (C: Jon 

Wertheim – P: David M. Levine) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

“Chris Stapleton” – a profile of Chris Stapleton. The country music artist discusses his 

roots, songwriting, and his rehearsal space. Includes an interview with Morgane 

Stapleton, his wife and bandmate. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: John Hamlin) 

01/23/22 PREEMPTED 

 

 



01/30/22 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “An Hour Of Music” 

 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “An Hour Of Music” 

“The Final Act” – a profile of singer Tony Bennett. At 95-years-old, Bennett is still 

performing in spite of his struggle with Alzheimer’s. Includes interviews with Susan 

Benedetto, Tony’s wife; Dr. Gayatri Devi, Tony’s neurologist; Danny Bennett, Tony’s 

oldest son and manager; Lee Musiker, Tony’s accompanist; and Lady Gaga, singer-

songwriter. (See also: "The Crooner", OAD: 05/07/95; and “Lady Gaga”, OAD: 02/13/11, 

1st rebroadcast: 06/05/11) (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Nichole Marks) (OAD: 10/03/21 on 

60 MINUTES)  

“The Get Back Sessions” – a report on recently unearthed footage of The Beatles as they 

recorded their final album before breaking up. Peter Jackson is releasing the footage to 

the public in a new documentary series. Includes interviews with Peter Jackson, 

filmmaker; and Giles Martin, son of the late Beatles producer George Martin. (C: Jon 

Wertheim – P: Michael H. Gavshon, Nadim Roberts) (OAD: 11/14/21 on 60 MINUTES) 

“Best Band in the Land” – a profile of Ray Johnson, the director of the St. Augustine High 

School marching band in New Orleans. The popular group has persevered through 

numerous obstacles, including Hurricane Katrina and the current coronavirus pandemic, 

and Johnson's own experience performing with the band uniquely qualifies him to lead 

the group. Includes interviews with Dr. Kenneth St. Charles, president of St. Augustine 

High School; Dr. Brice Miller and his son Brice Miller, who were both members of the 

marching band; and Kabrel Johnson and Lawerence Honore, who are part of the marching 

band’s drumline. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Laura Dodd) (OAD: 03/14/21; Rebroadcast: 

07/04/21 – both on 60 MINUTES) 

01/30/22 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A 60 MINUTES Wildlife Tour” (8:00 – 9:00p) 

 “Great White” – a report on great white sharks and their movement closer to U.S. coasts. 

The correlation between increased sightings and attacks on people is examined, along 

with common misconceptions about the animal. Whitaker follows scientists on an 

exhibition to explore the intricacies of tracking sharks. Includes interviews with Dr. Greg 

Skomal, chief shark scientist for the Massachusetts Department on Marine Fisheries; 

Wayne Davis, a pilot for the Atlantic White Shark Conservancy; researcher Megan Winton; 

Chris Fischer, founder of the research ship Ocearch; Ocearch chief scientist Bob Hueter; 

and Ocearch Fishing Master Brett McBride. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Rome Hartman) (OAD: 

09/29/19 on 60 MINUTES) 

 “The Wolves of Yellowstone” – a report on the reintroduction of wolves to Yellowstone 

Park and its environs by the U.S. Park Service. Though initially met with skepticisms, the 

wolves have had unforeseen and positive impacts on everything from tourism to the 

park’s ecological system. Includes interviews with: Doug Smith, Yellowstone wolf research 

program; Glen Mai, retired FBI agent; Kathy Lombard retired cop; Rick McIntyre park 

service employee; Randy Newberg, Montana hunter; Erik Kalsta, Montana rancher. (C: Bill 

Whitaker – P: Rome Hartman, Sara Kuzmarov) (OAD: 12/23/18 on 60 MINUTES) 

 “The Photo Ark” – a profile of National Geographic photographer Joel Sartore who travels 

the world to try and capture a photo of every living species in captivity. Includes 



comments by his daughter Ellen. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Robert G. Anderson, Aaron Weisz) 

(OAD: 10/14/18 on 60 MINUTES) 

 (60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A 60 MINUTES Wildlife Tour”, OAD: 01/19/20; Rebroadcast: 

06/14/20, 8:00 – 9:00p) 

48 HOURS 

01/01/22  

 48 HOURS: “The Missing Millionaire: A “Tiger King” Mystery” – an updated rebroadcast 

of “The Tiger King Mystery” (OAD: 09/09/20 as 48 HOURS SUSPICION: “The Tiger King 

Mystery”), a report on the disappearance of Don Lewis, whose body has never been 

found. A self-made millionaire, he was married to Carole Lewis. Together they ran 

“Wildlife on Easy Street” in Tampa, Florida -- billed as an exhibit space for big cats. In 

August 1997, Don vanished while supposedly traveling to Costa Rica. Though Carole was 

not an official suspect, his ex-wife, daughters and other friends and associates were 

suspicious and claimed that Carole and Don’s marriage was troubled. Carole had Don 

declared legally dead in 2002. In 2004, Carole Lewis became Carole Baskin when she 

married attorney and businessman Howard Baskin. With his help, Carole changed the 

name and mission of the animal exhibit; now called “Big Cat Rescue”, it is a sanctuary 

focusing on animal rights. Interest was renewed in Don’s disappearance due to the 

Netflix series “Tiger King”, which chronicles an Oklahoma-based, eccentric big-cat owner 

named Joseph Schreibvogel, better known as Joe Exotic, and his battle with Carole who 

sought to shut him down. Throughout the series and on his own YouTube channel, Joe, 

the self-proclaimed Tiger King, alleged Carole had murdered Don in 1997 and fed him to 

their tigers. In 2019, Joe was convicted and sent to prison for, among other things, hiring 

a hitman to kill Carole. Currently, there are no suspects in the disappearance of Don 

Lewis. 01/01/22 UPDATE: Includes excerpts of an interview with Alex Spiro, an attorney 

and former New York City prosecutor, now working for Don Lewis’ daughters. He has 

been investigating their father’s disappearance for months and says there are new 

witnesses. Joe Exotic remains in prison; there was no presidential pardon. Original on-

screen text graphic: If you have any information, please call the Hillsborough County 

Sheriff’s Office at (813) 247-8200. Joe Exotic’s lawyer says he plans to ask President 

Trump for a pardon. On-screen text graphic for the 01/01/22 updated rebroadcast: Joe 

Exotic says he has been diagnosed with prostate cancer. He remains in prison. If you 

have any information on the Don Lewis case, please call the Hillsborough County 

Sheriff’s Office at (813) 247-8200. Interviewed: Julie Miller, senior feature writer, Vanity 

Fair (2020 broadcast); Gladys Lewis Cross, Don’s ex-wife (2020 broadcast); Anne 

McQueen, Don’s employee (2020 broadcast); Lynda Sanchez, Donna Pettis and Gale 

Rathbone – Don and Gladys’ daughters (2020 broadcast); Joseph Fritz, Don’s former 

lawyer (2020 broadcast); Joe Solan, pilot (2020 broadcast); Leonora LaPeter Anton, 

reporter, CBS News consultant (2020 broadcast); Trish Farr-Payne, ex-wife of Kenny 

Farr, who claims Kenny, a handyman for the Lewis’, may have been connected to Don’s 

disappearance (2020 broadcast); and Alex Spiro, attorney and former New York City 

prosecutor, who is working for Don Lewis’ daughters (2022 broadcast). (The 01/01/22 

updated rebroadcast does not include the previously aired interview footage of John 



Phillips, previously listed as the attorney representing Doris’ daughters and Anne 

McQueen for the 09/09/20 original broadcast.) (C: Richard Schlesinger – P: Chuck 

Stevenson, Stephanie Slifer) (OAD: 09/09/20 as 48 HOURS SUSPICION: “The Tiger King 

Mystery”) 

01/08/22 48 HOURS: "Who Killed Jonelle Matthews?" – an update to "The Kidnapping of Jonelle 

Matthews" (OAD: 03/27/21), a report on the cold case of a missing Colorado girl and the 

Idaho gubernatorial candidate linked to her disappearance. On the evening of December 

20th, 1984, 12-year-old Jonelle Matthews was dropped off at her Greeley home by 

friends. When her father, Jim Matthews, returned home less than two hours later, 

Jonelle was nowhere to be found. Police were unable to find any physical evidence 

related to Jonelle’s disappearance, except for footprints left in the snow which 

appeared to have been raked over, in an attempt to cover them up. Despite prominent 

attention, including a mention from President Ronald Reagan, the case went cold. On 

July 23rd, 2019, a crew digging a pipeline in a remote area southeast of Greeley 

uncovered human remains with a gunshot wound to the head; the coroner confirmed it 

was Jonelle. In September 2019, police in Twin Falls, ID searched the home of Steve 

Pankey, a serial candidate for governor and sheriff in Idaho. A former Greeley resident, 

Pankey was known to Greeley police due to a prior arrest and other multiple allegations. 

Over the years, Pankey has intentionally inserted himself into the investigation of 

Jonelle’s disappearance – he even contacted the FBI in Fort Collins, CO one month after 

she went missing and mentioned her in a 1999 Idaho Supreme Court case. On October 

12th, 2020 Pankey was arrested for kidnapping and first-degree murder. Details in his 

indictment included Pankey’s mention of raked footprints, a fact never publicized by the 

police. However, Pankey’s defense attorney, Anthony Viorst, claimed Pankey received 

that information directly from law enforcement and stated Pankey is merely obsessed 

with true crime. Steven Pankey's trial is scheduled to begin on July 12th, 2021. 01/08/22 

UPDATE: Steve Pankey went on trial in October 2021. His ex-wife, Angela Hicks, testified 

against him. The defense named Norris Drake as an alternative suspect; his mother and 

sister lived across the street from the Matthews home and he was at his mother’s house 

the night Jonelle disappeared. Drake died in 2007. Pankey testified in his own defense. 

In his closing argument, Viorst raised questions about his client’s mental health. In 

November 2021, jurors found Pankey guilty of making false reports to authorities but 

were deadlocked on the murder charges; the judge declared a mistrial. Prosecutors 

have announced they are ready for a new trial – they still believe Pankey murdered 

Jonelle Matthews. The update also includes new interviews with Greeley Mayor John 

Gates, reporter Kelly Werthmann and defense attorney Anthony Viorst. On-screen text 

graphic: In Loving Memory Josh Gelman. Interviewed: Darla Jentzsch, Jonelle’s friend 

(2021 broadcast); Deanna Ross, Jonelle’s friend (2021 broadcast); Jim and Gloria 

Matthews, Jonelle’s father and mother (2021 broadcast); Jennifer Mogensen, Jonelle’s 

sister (2021 broadcast); John Gates, current Greeley, CO mayor and former Greeley 

police officer (2021 and 2022 broadcasts); Kelly Werthmann, reporter and anchor, 

KCNC, Denver, CO (2021 and 2022 broadcasts); Anthony Viorst, Steve Pankey’s defense 

attorney (2021 and 2022 broadcasts); Kevin Schneider, former guardian of Steve 

Pankey’s son in Idaho (2021 broadcast); Ryan Horsley, political consultant and Steve 

Pankey’s fellow church member in Idaho (2021 broadcast). (See also: 48 HOURS: "The 



Kidnapping of Jonelle Matthews", OAD: 03/27/21) (C: Richard Schlesinger – P: Judy 

Rybak) 

01/15/22 PREEMPTION 

01/22/22 48 HOURS: “The Suzanne Morphew Case: Nothing Is What It Seems” – a report on the  

  disappearance of Suzanne Morphew and the case against her husband Barry Morphew.  

  The Salida, CO mother of two vanished on Mother’s Day 2020, days after telling her  

  husband she was “done” with their marriage. Police initially thought she was taken  

  while riding her mountain bike, but also considered her husband. Over the course of the 

  investigation, bizarre clues emerged: a spy pen that was able to record conversations, a  

  chipmunk alibi and a tranquilizer gun. The spy pen was originally given to Suzanne to  

  record Barry but backfired when it recorded a conversation between Suzanne and Jeff  

  Libler, a Michigan man Suzanne was having an affair with; he was eventually cleared of  

  any wrongdoing. Records revealed Barry’s cell phone pinging all around the Morphew  

  home on Mother’s Day weekend 2020, which he maintained was because he was  

  chasing and shooting at chipmunks. Also discovered in the couple’s dryer was a plastic  

  cap to a syringe used to load a tranquilizer dart; no working tranquilizer rifle was found  

  in the home, but Barry admitted to being an experienced tranquilizer dart gun shooter.  

  Tests revealed the cap had Suzanne’s DNA on it, not Barry’s. Investigators also   

  uncovered DNA on the glovebox of Suzanne’s Range Rover, which traced back to an  

  unknown male connected to three sexual assaults. Even though Suzanne’s body was  

  never found, police relied on the circumstantial evidence they gathered, Barry’s   

  suspicious behavior and contradictory statements, scratches seen on his left arm when  

  Suzanne disappeared, the vehicle forensics evidence and Suzanne’s disturbing texts, and 

  arrested Barry in May 2021 for first-degree murder and other charges; Barry pled not  

  guilty. In September 2021, a judge ruled there was probable cause to go to trial.   

  Suzanne and Barry’s daughters – Mallory and Macy – stand firmly behind their father.  

  On-screen text graphic: Judge Patrick Murphy disqualified himself based on a potential  

  conflict of interest involving a possible witness. A new judge has been appointed. Barry  

  Morphew's murder trial is scheduled for May 2022. The Morphew defense team has  

  requested a change of venue. Interviewed: Aya Gruber, professor of law, University of  

  Colorado, former defense attorney; Ashley Franco, reporter, KKTV, CBS affiliate in  

  Colorado Springs; Dan Ridenour, local radio host; Melinda Moorman (Zoom interview),  

  Suzanne’s sister; Cody Cox, Barry’s former employee; Ben LeMere, vehicle forensics  

  expert, CEO, Berla Corporation; and Andrew Katers, owner & CEO, Animal Care and  

  Equipment Services. (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Paul LaRosa 

01/29/22 48 HOURS: “The Case Against Ezra McCandless” (9:39 - 10:39p) – an investigation into  

  the 2018 death of Alex Woodworth. On March 22, 2018, Ezra McCandless appeared at  

  the home of dairy farmer Don Sipple, near Eau Claire, Wisconsin. Ezra claimed she was a 

  victim of assault and Sipple called 911. Ezra’s details were hazy at first, but eventually  

  named ex-boyfriend Alex Woodworth as her attacker. Police discovered Woodworth’s  

  body on a deserted road near the dairy farm. Ezra told investigators Alex carved the  

  word “boy’ into her arm and then attacked her. The evidence did not match Ezra’s  

  account. Ezra was arrested and charged with first-degree intentional homicide. At the  

  trial, Ezra took the stand in her own defense and tried to portray herself as a meek and  



  timid young woman incapable of murder. Prosecutors believed Ezra committed the  

  crime to attract the attention of her former boyfriend, Jason Mengel. Ezra is found guilty 

  of first-degree intentional homicide and sentenced to life in prison. Ezra must serve a  

  minimum of 50-years before she is eligible for release. Interviewed: Don Sipple, dairy  

  farmer; Andrea Nodolf, Dunn County District Attorney; Jason Mengel, Ezra’s ex-  

  boyfriend; Marv Woodworth, Alex’s grandfather; John Woodworth, Alex’s father;  

  Detective Ryan Prock, Eau Claire Police Department; Julia Post, Ezra’s childhood friend;  

  Woman #3, juror. (C: Jamie Yuccas – P: Jonathan Leach, Paul LaRosa) (OAD: 02/08/20 

01/29/22 48 HOURS: “Mystery on County Road M” (10:39 – 11:39p) – a report on the death of  

  Barbara Kendhammer, a Wisconsin mother of two and the case against her husband  

  Todd Kendhammer, who told investigators his wife was injured when a pipe flew off a  

  truck and pierced the windshield of their car on September 16th, 2016. She later died at  

  the hospital. Investigators were never able to find the truck and Todd gave police  

  different accounts of where he was going that morning. Three months after Barbara’s  

  death, Todd was arrested; he went to trial for his wife’s murder in December 2017.  

  Found guilty, Todd was sentenced to life in prison, eligible for parole after 30 years. Four 

  years after his conviction, Todd’s new legal team presented their findings at an   

  evidentiary hearing this past summer. The judge in the case is expected to render a  

  decision in the spring of 2022 on whether Todd Kendhammer will get a new trial. The  

  broadcast features the first television interviews with the couple’s children, who believe 

  their father is innocent. On-screen text graphic: A judge is expected to rule by the spring 

  of 2022 if Todd Kendhammer will get a new trial. Interviewed: Jordan Kendhammer and  

  Jessica Servais, Barbara and Todd’s son & daughter; Tim Gruenke, prosecutor, La Crosse, 

  WI; Jerry Buting and Kathleen Stilling, husband and wife attorneys, Todd’s new legal  

  team; Dr. Lindsay Thomas, forensic pathologist, asked by 48 HOURS to review the  

  evidence; and Tim Brennan, jury foreman. (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Chris Young Ritzen,  

  James Stolz, Dena Goldstein 

CBS SPECIAL 

01/29/22 UNDENIABLE, THE TRUTH TO REMEMBER (8:39 – 9:39p) – a special to commemorate  

  International Holocaust Remembrance Day, observed annually on January 27th. Five  

  Holocaust survivors and their families share first-person accounts and spotlight the  

  importance of keeping their stories alive. Includes: (1) Ruth Krell Steinfeld, who spoke to 

  a group of 10th and 11th grade students from Hastings High School in Houston, TX, a  

  school that does not traditionally teach the history of the Holocaust; (2) Rose and Arthur 

  Gelbart, two child-survivors who have been happily married for 66 years, returned to  

  Ellis Island; (3) In London, England, Lily Ebert, who, along with her great grandson,  

  became a viral sensation on TikTok, which she uses to tell her story; and (4) In Venice,  

  FL, Pieter Kohnstam, who was babysat by Anne Frank before her family went into hiding, 

  told of his family’s story and the journey on foot from Amsterdam to Spain. Interviewed: 

  (1) Ruth Krell Steinfeld, Holocaust survivor; Fredda Friedlander, Ruth’s daughter;  

  Laporche Abram, U.S. history teacher, Hastings High School; and students Ismael  

  Doboyou, 10th grade; Lucrecia Olususi, 10th grade; Kim Nguyen, 11th grade; Trentin  

  Polite, 11th grade; Emani Jackson, 11th grade; Jenny Garcia, 10th grade; and Jose-Manuel  

  Lopez, 10th grade. (2) Arthur and Rose Gelbart, Holocaust survivors; Michael Gelbart,  



  Rose & Arthur’s son; and Gavi Gelbart, Rose & Arthur’s grandson; Amy Zager, tattoo  

  artist. (3) Lily Ebert, Holocaust survivor; and Dov Forman, Lily’s great-grandson. (4)  

  Pieter Kohnstam, Holocaust survivor; and Jack Michael Bates, Pieter’s grandson. (Host:  

  Julianna Margulies (from the Central Synagogue, New York City). Produced by ATTN: and 

  See It Now Studios - Executive Producers (for ATTN:): Matthew Segal, John Green, Tom  

  Werner, Jessie Surovell, Taye Shuayb, Jarrett Moreno and Mike Vainisi. Executive  

  Producers (for See It Now Studios): Susan Zirinsky and Terry Wrong. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCAST 

FEBRUARY 2022 

 

FACE THE NATION 

02/06/22 Guests: Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) (1); Imtiaz Tyab, CBS News correspondent (2); Wally 

Adeyemo, United States deputy secretary of the treasury (3); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS 

News senior foreign correspondent (4); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA commissioner, 

Pfizer board member (5); H.R. McMaster, retired general, former national security 

adviser, Trump administration (7) 

Correspondent: Margaret Brennan, moderator, FACE THE NATION (6) 

1) Topics include: former Vice President Mike Pence’s rebuke of former President 

Donald Trump’s insistence that Pence could have rejected the Electoral College results 

on January 6th / RNC’s decision to censure Representatives Liz Cheney and Adam 

Kinzinger / criticism of the January 6th commission; intelligence reports indicating 

Russia’s plans for a large-scale invasion of Ukraine / no U.S. combat role in Ukraine / use 

of sanctions and financial warfare / alliance between Russia and China / working to 

restrict imports made by forced labor in China’s detention camps / Chinese espionage 

on U.S. soil 

2) a report from Kyiv, as Ukrainians brace for a possible Russian invasion, while the 

Kremlin insists it has no plans to attack 

3) Topics include: impact on the global economy of a full-scale Russian invasion of 

Ukraine / potential refugee crisis / use of sanctions and financial warfare / alliance 

between Russia and China / work with the German government; addressing inflation 

and supply chain issues 

4) a report from Bangkok, Thailand on how the Chinese Communist party has used the 

guise of public health to tighten control and expand surveillance 

5) Topics include: current state of the pandemic in the U.S. / mask mandates in schools / 

vaccinations for very young children  

6) “Listening to America” focus group on parenting during the pandemic 

7) Topics include: his agreement with Mr. Pence’s rebuke of Mr. Trump / seeing the 

events of January 6th as “an assault on the first branch of government”; Russia’s threat 

to Ukraine; impact of the growing alliance between Russia and China 

02/13/22 Guests: Imtiaz Tyab, CBS News correspondent (1); David Martin, CBS News national 

security correspondent (2); Jake Sullivan, national security adviser, Biden administration 

(3); Mark Strassmann, CBS News senior national correspondent (4); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, 

former FDA commissioner, Pfizer board member (5); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News 

elections and surveys director (6); Governor Phil Murphy (D-NJ) (7); Representative 



Adam Kinzinger (R-IL), Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the U.S. 

Capitol (8); Mary Daly, president & CEO, Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco (9) 

1) a report from Kyiv, where Ukrainian leaders are warning against panic as Russia 

reinforces its presence along the border 

2) a discussion on the latest Russian troop movements, as the country moves to prepare 

for a possible invasion of Ukraine 

3) Topics include: hour-long telephone call between President Biden and Russian 

President Vladimir Putin / dramatic acceleration of Russian forces along the Russia-

Ukraine border / U.S. response should Russia invade Ukraine; Army report on the U.S. 

withdrawal from Afghanistan 

4) a report from Atlanta, as blue states drop mask mandates and truckers angry about 

mandatory vaccinations protest along the Canadian border 

5) Topics include: FDA and Pfizer’s decision to postpone the COVID vaccine for toddlers / 

states lifting mask requirements in schools and other settings / CDC and White House 

opposition to lifting mask mandates; this week’s Senate confirmation hearing for Dr. 

Rob Califf for FDA commissioner 

6) a discussion on a new CBS News poll on how Americans are feeling about the 

pandemic 

7) Topics include: plan to roll back statewide mask mandate in NJ schools; midterm 

elections / inflation; trucker convoy protests 

8) Topics include: Biden administration’s handling of the situation between Russia and 

Ukraine / trend within the conservative movement of embracing Russia and 

authoritarianism; January 6th committee’s subpoena of Rudy Giuliani / spring or summer 

public hearings / Kentucky Senator Mitch McConnell’s recent statement about the 2020 

presidential election / reaction to criticism from Republicans on the work of the January 

6th committee  

9) Topics include: steps to get inflation under control / support for a “measured” 

interest rate hike to stabilize the economy 

02/20/22 Guests: Charlie D’Agata, CBS News senior foreign correspondent (1); Christina Ruffini, 

CBS News correspondent (2); David Martin, CBS News national security correspondent 

(3); Antony Blinken, U.S. Secretary of State, Biden administration (4); Jens Stoltenberg, 

secretary general, NATO (5); Anatoly Antonov, Russian ambassador to the United States 

(6); Oksana Makarova, Ukrainian ambassador to the United States (7); Christopher 

Krebs, CBS News cybersecurity expert and analyst (8); Jill Schlesinger, CBS News 

business analyst (9) 

1) a report from Kyiv on the front lines in the east, as Russian troops surround Ukraine 

on three sides 

2) a report from Munich on Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky’s speech at the 

Munich Security Conference and Vice President Kamala Harris’ reaction 



3) Topics include: U.S. intelligence reports indicating Russian troops have received 

orders to proceed with the invasion of Ukraine / what an assault on Kyiv would entail 

4) Topics include: belief that President Putin has made the decision to invade Ukraine / 

today’s meeting of Biden’s National Security Council / U.S. response to Russian 

cyberattacks / last minute diplomacy / Ukraine’s President Zelensky’s speech in Munich, 

criticizing Western allies for appeasement of Vladimir Putin / recent U.S. aid to Ukraine 

5) Topics include: NATO’s response to reports that Russian troops have received orders 

to invade Ukraine / projection of five million or more refuges created by the invasion / 

Russia’s strategic nuclear exercises / Ukraine’s President Zelensky’s speech in Munich / 

NATO support to Ukraine 

6) Topics include: his denial of any decision by President Putin to invade Ukraine / 

concern with the amount of weapons entering Ukraine from NATO and the United 

States 

7) Topics include: reaction to comments made by Ambassador Antonov / last minute 

diplomacy / President Zelensky’s speech in Munich / Russian cyberattacks / U.S. 

intelligence that Russia is creating a ‘hit list’ of activists and political leaders outside of 

Ukraine 

8) Topics include: threat in the United States for a cyberattack / possible U.S. responses 

to a cyberattack / NATO’s ability to respond to a cyberattack 

9) a discussion of the potential impact of the Ukraine crisis on the American economy 

02/27/22 Guests: Charlie D’Agata, CBS News senior foreign correspondent (1) Christina Ruffini, 

CBS News correspondent (2); David Martin, CBS News national security correspondent 

(3); Linda Thomas-Greenfield, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations (4); 

Representative Liz Cheney (R-WY) (5); Representative James Clyburn (D-SC) (6); H.R. 

McMaster, former U.S. national security adviser (7); David Malpass, president, World 

Bank (8); Mark Strassmann, CBS News senior national correspondent (9) 

1) a report from Kyiv, as the capital city and Kharkiv are attacked and Ukrainian soldiers 

and citizens fight to defend their country 

2) a report from the Ukrainian border with Poland, as refugees flee the Russian invasion 

3) Topics include: troop movements in Ukraine / Ukrainian resistance / Vladimir Putin’s 

threats to the U.S. and NATO 

4) Topics include: President Putin’s ordering of Russia’s nuclear deterrent forces on alert 

/ purpose of sanctions / using U.S. troops in NATO countries to bolster support / refugee 

crisis / U.N. response to Russia’s aggression 

5) Topics include: examples of additional sanctions against Russia; disregard for what 

happens in Ukraine expressed by some in the Republican Party / isolationism within the 

Republican Party; President Trump’s first impeachment trial 



6) Topics include: President Biden’s nomination of a Black woman, Judge Ketanji Brown 

Jackson, to the Supreme Court; Mr. Biden’s approval rating; culture wars perpetuated 

by Republicans 

7) Topics include: ways the United States could support Ukraine militarily, without going 

head-to-head with Russia / Mr. Putin’s mindset / Russia’s relationship with China and its 

role in Europe 

8) a discussion on the potential global financial impact of the war in Ukraine and steps 

to help the Ukrainian government 

 

9) a report from Atlanta on the social and economic ripple effects for the U.S. and global 

economy stemming from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, including insight from Jill 

Schlesinger, CBS News business analyst 

60 MINUTES 

02/06/22 “Death In Training” – a report on the dangerous conditions of military vehicles used to 

train new soldiers. Equipment malfunctions and hazardous training exercises have 

resulted in numerous unnecessary deaths during military training. Includes interviews 

with Susan Flanigan and Michael McDowell, Peter and Nancy Vienna, Peter Ostrovsky, 

who all lost children; Christian Avila Taveras, an Army combat medic; and Chet Gryczan, 

president of Ricardo Defense. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-On) 

  “Breaking Point” – a report on the labor shortage at hospitals. As the strain on hospitals 

  continues to increase, a lack of nursing staff may threaten public health. Includes  

  interviews with Alyssa Parra, supervising nurse at the University of Louisville Hospital’s  

  emergency room; Dr. Jason Smith, chief medical office and trauma surgeon at the  

  University of Louisville Hospital; Amanda Swinney, a respiratory therapist at the   

  University of Louisville Hospital; Delanor Manson, CEO of the Kentucky Nurses   

  Association; Julia Anderson, an ICU nurse; Krystal Totten, a nurse; Dr. Steven Hester,  

  chief medical officer with Norton Healthcare; and Dr. Chuck Anderson, a physician at  

  Baptist Health. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Guy Campanile) 

  “Canada’s Unmarked Graves” – a report on Canada’s history of residential schools,  

  which forcibly held more than 150,000 Indigenous children in inhumane conditions.  

  Includes interviews with Leona Wolf, Chief Wilton Littlechild, Chief Cadmus Delorme,  

  and Ed Bitternose, who were all sent to the residential schools; and Kisha Supernant and 

  Terry Clark, archaeologists. (See also: “Killing The Indian”, OAD: 05/08/01, Rebroadcast:  

  04/10/02 – both on 60 MINUTES II) (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Michael H. Gavshon,  

  Nadim Roberts 

02/13/22 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Cheers!” 

  60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Cheers!” 

  “Weather & Wine” – a report on the effect of climate change on wine production.  

  Rising temperatures impacting wine regions have vastly changed the economy of the  

  industry. Includes interviews with Christine Sevillano, a tenth generation wine maker for  



  the house of Piot-Sevillano; Jacques Lurton, the head of a wine family dynasty who runs  

  the Chateau La Louviere; Greg Jones, a research climatologist with Southern Oregon  

  University; Nathalie Ollat, director of the project at the Bordeaux Science Institute of  

  Vine and Wine; Stephen Skelton, a viticulturist and member of the Institute of Masters  

  of Wine; and Patrick McGrath who represents Tattinger in Great Britain. (C: Lesley Stahl  

  – P: Richard Bonin) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 12/26/21 on 60 MINUTES 

  “Whither ye Olde English Pub” – a report on the effect of COVID on British pubs.  

  Includes interviews with Christo Tofalli, owner of Ye Olde Fighting Cocks pub; Al Murray, 

  writer and comedian; Paul and Bernice Drew, owners of the Old Star pub; Pete Brown,  

  Britain’s leading writer on beer and pubs; Roxy Beaujolais, owner and chef of the Seven  

  Stars pub; Heather and Hugh Macaulay, owners of The Bell Inn; and Clement   

  Ogbonnaya, owner of The Prince of Peckham pub. (C: Jon Wertheim – P: Michael H.  

  Gavshon) (OAD: 10/17/21 on 60 MINUTES) 

02/20/22 “The Front” – an interview with Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba. He discusses 

Ukraine’s request for American support against the impending invasion of their border by 

Russian forces. Includes interviews with Ben Hodges, retired Army general and former 

NATO commander; and Timothy Snyder, author and Yale historian. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: 

Shachar Bar-On) 

  “Targeting Americans” – a report on “Havana Syndrome.” Since 2016, American  

  diplomats in foreign countries have reported experiencing very specific neurological  

  symptoms. New incidents of Havana Syndrome in the United States have been reported, 

  including on White House grounds. Includes interviews with Olivia Troye, Homeland  

  Security and counterterrorism advisor to former Vice President Mike Pence; John  

  Bolton, former national security adviser; Miles Taylor, former deputy chief of staff and  

  chief of staff of the Trump administration; Robyn Garfield, a commerce department  

  official; William Burns, the new director of the CIA; Dr. David Relman, a professor of  

  medicine at Stanford University; and James Benford, a physicist. (See also: “Targeting  

  Americans”, OAD: 03/17/19; 1st rebroadcast: 09/01/19; 2nd rebroadcast: 06/27/21) (C:  

  Scott Pelley – P: Michael Rey, Oriana Zill de Granados) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

 

02/27/22 “Headlines From Ukraine” – the latest from Ukraine as Russia continues its invasion. (C: 

Holly Williams) 

  “The Grid” – a report on the national power grid. Threats to the power grid have major  

  ramifications for the national power supply. Includes interviews with Jon Wellinghoff,  

  former chairman of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; Dr. Granger Morgan, a  

  Carnegie Mellon University professor of engineering; Mike Mabee, an Iraq war vet and  

  former police officer; Dr. Liz Sherwood-Randall, President Biden’s Homeland Security  

  Advisor; and Anne Neuberger, Deputy National Security Advisor for cyber. (C: Bill  

  Whitaker – P: Graham Messick) 

  “Wrongful Detainees” – a report on Americans being held unjustly by foreign   

  governments. Using American prisoners as leverage, some countries with poor U.S.  

  relations attempt to make political gains. Includes interviews with Danny Fenster, who  



  was wrongfully detained in Myanmar (formerly called Burma); Bryan Fenster, Ryan’s  

  brother; Rose Fenster, Ryan’s mother; Ned Price, a State Department spokesperson;  

  Roger Carstens, the Special Presidential Envoy for Hostage Affairs; Jason Rezaian, a  

  Washington Post Reporter who was wrongfully detained in Iran; and Bill Richardson,  

  former congressman, U.N. ambassador, and New Mexico Governor. (C: Lesley Stahl – P:  

  Shari Finkelstein, E. Alexandra Poolos) 

 “Headlines. Deadlines. Bottom Lines.” – a report on the decline of small-town 

newspapers. With many local newspapers being put out of business, journalists are 

learning to adapt. Includes interviews with Evan Brandt, Gary Marx, David Jackson, Steve 

Waldman, ChrisAnna Mink, Camalot Todd, Amelia Ferrell Knisely, Chris Jones, and Gracyn 

Doctor, all reporters; and Stewart Bainum, a Maryland Hotel Magnate. (C: Jon Wertheim 

– P: Katie Brennan, Denise Schrier Cetta) 

48 HOURS 

02/05/22  48 HOURS: “The Yogurt Shop Murders” – an update to “Innocence Lost” (OAD: 

01/21/17), a report on the December 6th, 1991 murders of Eliza Thomas, Sarah and 

Jennifer Harbison and Amy Ayers in a yogurt shop in Austin, TX. All four girls were tied 

up and shot; the yogurt shop was then set on fire. In the weeks after the murders, 

authorities received countless tips, many false confessions and interrogated teenagers 

Maurice Pierce, Michael Scott, Robert Springsteen and Forrest Welborn. With no solid 

evidence, they were released. There were no developments in the investigation until 

1999, when new detectives assigned to the case arrested the original four suspects. 

Charges against Welborn and Pierce were eventually dropped. Scott and Springsteen 

each stood trial for murder; both were convicted, with Springsteen sentenced to death 

and Scott sentenced to life in prison. On appeal, the convictions were overturned when 

DNA evidence did not match any of the suspects, leaving the case still unsolved. 

02/05/22 Update: The DNA sample from the crime scene is not a complete DNA profile 

and just contains the male portion of DNA. In 2017, Austin police investigators thought 

they found a match on a public DNA database used for population studies. The 

seemingly matching sample on the public database had been submitted anonymously 

by the FBI. Restrictions in privacy made getting a name difficult. In 2020, advanced 

testing was allowed and came up with additional markers which ruled out the potential 

match. With DNA research advancing, investigators hope there will be a match that 

solves the case. Maria Thomas, Eliza and Sonora’s mother, died in 2015. On-screen text 

graphic: If you have information about the Yogurt Shop Murders, call 512-472-TIPS. 

Interviewed: John Jones, retired, former detective, Austin Police Department; Sonora 

Thomas, therapist, Eliza Thomas’ sister; Joe James Sawyer, defense attorney, 

represented Robert Springsteen; Amber Farrelly, member of the defense team for 

Michael Scott and Robert Springsteen; CeCe Moore, DNA expert, genetic genealogist; 

and Congressman Michael McCaul (R-TX). This update also includes excerpts and 

interview footage from prior broadcasts: Barbara Harbison, Jennifer and Sarah 

Harbison’s mother (from 1992); Pam Ayers, Amy Ayers’ mother (from 1996); Forrest 

Welborn (from 1999); Robert Springsteen (from 2009); Rosemary Lehmberg, former 

Travis County district attorney (from 2009); Maria Thomas, Eliza Thomas’ mother (from 

2009). (See also: “Who Killed These Girls?”, OAD: 03/25/92. “Deadly Encounters”, OAD: 



09/14/98 - a followup to “Who Killed These Girls” (OAD: 03/25/92). (48 HOURS 

MYSTERIES) "Who Killed These Girls?", OAD: 04/13/00 - a followup to “Who Killed These 

Girls” (OAD: 03/25/92). 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Innocence Lost”, OAD: 01/09/10, 1st 

Rebroadcast: 09/11/10 - a followup to “Who Killed These Girls” (OAD: 03/25/92) and 

“Deadly Encounters” (OAD: 09/14/98); 2nd Rebroadcast: 01/21/17 as 48 HOURS: 

“Innocence Lost” – an updated followup to “Who Killed These Girls” (OAD: 03/25/92) 

and “Deadly Encounters” (OAD: 09/14/98) - contains an update and new interviews.) (C: 

Erin Moriarty – P: Ruth Chenetz, Stephanie Slifer, Anthony Venditti) 

02/12/22  48 HOURS: “The Final Hours of Amie Harwick” – an update to 48 HOURS: “The Life and 

Death of Amie Harwick” (OAD: 02/22/20, Rebroadcast: 08/29/20), a report on the death 

of Hollywood family therapist and author Amie Harwick. In the early morning hours of 

February 15th, 2020, Los Angeles, CA police responded to a call of a woman screaming; 

they found 38-year-old Harwick lying unresponsive beneath the third-floor balcony of 

her home. Police found evidence of a struggle and forced entry. The cause of death was 

ruled to be blunt force injuries to the head and torso, with medical examiners finding 

evidence of strangulation. Harwick’s friends led investigators to her ex-boyfriend, 

Gareth Pursehouse, who she met in 2008. Their relationship turned abusive – there 

were numerous police reports and two restraining orders Harwick obtained against 

Pursehouse and she ended the relationship in 2012. Four days after Harwick’s death, 

police arrested Pursehouse and charged him with murder. 02/12/22 Update: In 

September 2021, Pursehouse appeared at the Los Angeles Superior Court for a 

preliminary hearing. Prosecutors presented DNA evidence which they said was a match 

to Pursehouse. A syringe found on Harwick’s balcony was tested and the results 

revealed that it contained nicotine, which can be a lethal poison; police found a syringe 

in Pursehouse’s home similar to the one filled with nicotine. After six days of evidence 

and arguments, the judge ruled there was more than enough evidence to bind 

Pursehouse over for trial for the murder of Amie Harwick. Her friends plan on attending. 

On-screen text graphic: If you or a loved one are a victim of domestic violence, call the 

National Domestic Violence Hotline at 1-800-799-7233. Amie’s friends are planning to 

build a memorial to honor Amie and victims of domestic violence. Interviewed: Drew 

Carey, Harwick’s former fiancé, host, THE PRICE IS RIGHT; Amie Harwick’s friends: 

Robert Coshland, Miss Tosh, Grace Stanley, Sharon Little and Cleopatra Slough; Rudy 

Torres, Harwick’s friend, Pursehouse’s former friend; Kris Mohandie, forensic 

psychologist; and Rhonda Saunders, former Los Angeles deputy district attorney, 

reviewed court records at 48 HOURS’ request. The broadcast also includes an excerpt of 

a 2014 interview for 48 HOURS with Dr. Neal Benowitz, a leading expert on nicotine. Dr. 

Benowitz wrote a report about the Harwick case. (See also: 48 HOURS: “To Catch a 

Genius”, OAD: 04/18/15, Rebroadcast: 08/06/16; and 48 HOURS: “The Life and Death of 

Amie Harwick”, OAD: 02/22/20, Rebroadcast: 08/29/20) (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Sarah 

Prior, Murray Weiss, Joshua Yager) 

02/19/22 48 HOURS: "The Mysterious Death of Kat West" (9:00 - 10:00p) – a report on the death 

of Kathleen “Kat” West, a 42-year-old stay-at-home Calera, AL mother and the possible 

role her active social media life, including an ‘OnlyFans’ account, played in her demise. 

Before dawn, on January 13th, 2018, a driver spotted Kat’s body in the road, just across 



the street from the West family home. She was found with a fatal head wound and a 

bottle of absinthe lying on top of her phone nearby. Police focused their investigation 

on Kat’s husband Jeff, who they felt was oddly reserved. Jeff was released after 

questioning and police investigated other possible suspects, including subscribers to her 

‘OnlyFans’ account. Police were unable to find a connection. On February 22nd, 2018, 

Jeff was arrested and charged with murder. Kat’s parents supported their son-in-law. A 

few months before trial, prosecutors offered Jeff an Alford plea – he would not have to 

admit that he had committed a crime, but would have to acknowledge that the state 

had enough evidence to likely convict. Jeff declined. The cause of Kat’s death was 

determined to be blunt force trauma to the head; the prosecution theorized Jeff 

became jealous of Kat’s racy ‘OnlyFans’ pictures and in a rage killed her with a blow to 

the head from a liquor bottle. The defense countered that Jeff often helped take the 

photos and suggested Kat had died from an accident while intoxicated. Kat’s mother 

Nancy Martin testified for the defense. During the trial’s final stages, prosecutors 

convinced the judge to allow the jury to consider a lesser charge of reckless 

manslaughter. After deliberation, the jury found Jeff guilty of the lesser charge; he was 

sentenced to 16 years in prison. The broadcast also features the first television 

interview with Lauren Kwei, a paramedic in New York City who made headlines when 

The New York Post exposed her for posting nude images on ‘OnlyFans’. On-screen text 

graphic: Lola is being raised by both sets of grandparents. Jeff West has filed an appeal. 

Interviewed: Brittany Driesler, Kat’s friend; Carol Robinson, reporter and CBS consultant; 

Nancy Martin, Kat’s mother; John Martin, Kat’s father; Macorsha Purifoy, passerby; 

Sergeant Mike Mehlhoff, Calera, AL police officer; Lauren Kwei, paramedic and 

‘OnlyFans’ model; John Robbins, Jeff’s defense attorney; William “Jerry” West, Jeff’s 

father; Carolyn “Suzi” West, Jeff’s mother. (C: Maureen Maher – Joshua Yager, Lauren A. 

White) (OAD: 04/10/21) 

02/19/22  48 HOURS: “Searching for Maya Millete” (10:00 – 11:00p) – a report on the January 

2021 disappearance of Maya May Millete, a 39-year-old mother of three young children, 

from her home in Chula Vista, CA and the case against her husband, Larry Millete. Larry 

told Maya’s family various stories of why his wife was gone, including that they argued 

and she went hiking. From the outside, the Milletes looked like a happy family, but 

investigators learned the couple were going through marital problems. On January 7th, 

the last day she was heard from, Maya made an appointment with a divorce attorney. 

Investigators also discovered Larry’s contact with spellcasters, to have a hex put on 

Maya so she would remain attracted to him. Before her disappearance, Larry sent a 

message to a website that claims to cast spells and asked for Maya to be harmed. In 

October 2021, Larry was arrested; he remains behind bars, awaiting trial. Larry pled not 

guilty to charges of murder and possession of an assault weapon. He maintains that 

Maya left on her own and started a life somewhere else – a claim Maya’s family and 

friends strongly refute. The Millete children live at home, in the care of Larry’s parents; 

Maya’s family was granted visitation rights in November 2021 and her sister, Maricris 

has filed a petition for guardianship. In January 2022, a vigil was held to mark the one-

year anniversary of Maya’s disappearance. The search for Maya’s remains is ongoing. 

On-screen text graphic: If you have information on the case, contact the Chula Vista 

Police Department at 619-691-5139. Interviewed: Maricris Drouaillet, Maya Millete’s 



sister; Richard Drouaillet, Maya’s brother-in-law; Claudia Julao, Maya’s co-worker and 

friend; Allison Alexander, Maya’s co-worker and friend; Billy Little, attorney, former 

criminal defense investigator for the U.S. Navy; Aleida Wahn, attorney, true-crime 

author; Evelyn Rodriguez, associate professor of sociology, University of San Francisco – 

reviewed the case for 48 HOURS; and volunteer searchers: James Shelby, Damien Hurt 

and Keri Park. (C: Jonathan Vigliotti – P: Asena Basak, Hannah Vair) 

02/26/22  48 HOURS: “Katrina Brownlee: The Good Cop” – an interview/profile of Katrina Cooke 

Brownlee, who retired in 2021 as one of the New York City Police Department’s top-

ranked detectives. In her first primetime television interview, Brownlee details the 

abuse she suffered, how she met the so-called blue wall of silence, how she fought to 

live and how she vowed to be a good police officer. When she was 22-years-old, 

Brownlee, a mother to two daughters, lived with her then-fiancé, Alex Irvin, a New York 

City correction officer at Rikers Island. She says that every time she called the police 

after Irvin abused her, they would leave without taking action. On January 9th, 1993, a 

pregnant Brownlee met Irvin at the Medford, Long Island home they formally shared. 

Irvin, she says, had a weird look on his face. He shot Brownlee five times, reloaded his 

gun and shot five more times. A family friend of Irvin’s who happened to stop by saw 

Brownlee bleeding and insisted on taking her to the hospital. Investigators initially 

thought Brownlee would die, but she survived. Irvin eventually pled guilty to all charges 

and was sentenced to only 5 to 15 years in prison; he was released after serving 10 

years. It would take months, but Brownlee learned how to walk again. During that time 

Brownlee decided to change the system that let her down and became a police officer in 

2001. Brownlee became a top-ranked detective and one of the few Black women in the 

NYPD chosen to protect a New York City mayor; she even kept her history of being 

abused from then-Mayor Bill de Blasio until their last meeting together. Brownlee 

continues to work on her organization, “Young Ladies of Our Future”. On-screen text 

graphic: Katrina has just finished a book about her life that she’s calling, “And Then 

Came the Blues.” Interviewed: Katrina Brownlee; Keri Herzog, former assistant district 

attorney; and Raymond Blasko, lead detective. (This hour is part of CBS News and 

Stations’ ongoing reporting for Black History Month.) (Anchor: Michelle Miller, co-

anchor, CBS SATURDAY MORNING – Producers: Liza Finley, Lauren A. White) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCAST 

MARCH 2022 

FACE THE NATION 

03/06/22 Guests: Charlie D’Agata, CBS News senior foreign correspondent (1); David Martin, CBS 

News national security correspondent (2); Antony Blinken, Secretary of State, Biden 

administration (3); Oksana Markarova, Ukrainian ambassador to the United States (4); 

Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), chairman, House Intelligence Committee (5); 

Christina Ruffini, CBS News correspondent (6); Filippo Grandi, United Nations high 

commissioner for refugees (7); Kurt Volker, former U.S. envoy to Ukraine, former U.S. 

ambassador to NATO (8); Mark Strassmann, CBS News senior national correspondent (9) 

1) a report from Kyiv as efforts to evacuate civilians from besieged Ukrainian cities have 

halted for the second day in a row 

2) a report on the latest Russian troop movements inside Ukraine 

3) Topics include: impact of sanctions against Russia / strength of the Ukrainian 

government and people; Iran nuclear deal and the prospects of getting back into that 

agreement  

4) Topics include: green light granted for Poland to give fighter jets to Ukraine / Russia’s 

seizure of two nuclear power plants in Ukraine / Russia’s escalated attacks against 

Ukraine / importance of American aid to stopping Vladimir Putin 

5) Topics include: bipartisan support to cut off Russian oil and gas sales to the U.S. / 

Ukraine’s President Zelenskyy’s prediction that he will be killed during the Russian 

invasion; possible new diplomatic deal with Iran; January 6th committee 

6) a report from Poland, where thousands of Ukrainians have fled to escape the Russian 

invasion 

7) a discussion on the refugee crisis caused by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the fastest 

moving exodus since World War II 

8) Topics include: his argument for more direct action against Russia / green lighting the 

aircraft from Poland to Ukraine / former President Trump’s messaging on Mr. Putin and 

the invasion of Ukraine 

9) a report on the slow return to normalcy as COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations and 

deaths drop 

03/13/22 Guests: Charlie D’Agata, CBS News senior foreign correspondent (1); Chris Livesay, CBS 

News correspondent (2); David Martin, CBS News national security correspondent (3); 

Jake Sullivan, White House national security adviser, Biden administration (4); Dmytro 

Kuleba, Ukraine’s minister of foreign affairs (5); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News elections 

and surveys director (6); Kristalina Georgieva, managing director, International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) (7); Mohamed El-Erian, chief economic adviser, Allianz (8); Albert 



Bourla, chairman and CEO, Pfizer, author, “Moonshot: Inside Pfizer’s Nine-Month Race 

to Make the Impossible Possible” (9) 

1) a report from Kyiv on the latest Russian attack, a missile strike in western Ukraine, 

near the country’s border with Poland 

2) a report from Odessa on how the Ukrainians are coping 

3) a report on Russia’s latest strikes on airfields in western Ukraine 

4) Topics include: reports that a U.S. journalist has been killed in Ukraine by Russian 

forces / Russia’s possible use of chemical or biological weapons / aid to Ukraine / U.S. 

policy should Russia attack NATO territory; Iran’s firing of ballistic missiles into northern 

Iraq 

5) Topics include: Biden administration’s warning of a possible chemical weapons attack 

in Ukraine / request for planes / criticism of the argument presented by the U.S. and 

NATO that certain types of aid and weapons are escalatory / Russia’s intent for Ukraine 

6) CBS News poll results finding broad support for sanctioning Russian oil, even if it 

means higher gas prices 

7) Topics include: impact of sanctions on the Russian economy / potential global impact 

of the crisis in Ukraine / emergency financing for Ukraine 

8) Topics include: expectations of a rate hike / risk of a recession / possibility of double-

digit inflation 

9) Topics include: possibility of an annual Covid booster shot / potential May 2022 

availability for a coronavirus vaccine for children five and under; Russia’s invasion of 

Ukraine; mRNA technology 

03/20/22 Guests: Charlie D’Agata, CBS News senior foreign correspondent (1); Lloyd Austin, 

retired general, U.S. secretary of defense, Biden administration (2); Qin Gang, Chinese 

ambassador to the United States (3); Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Senate minority 

leader (4); Oksana Markarova, Ukrainian ambassador to the United States (5); Elizabeth 

Palmer, CBS News senior foreign correspondent (6); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA 

commissioner, Pfizer board member (7) 

1) a report from Kyiv on allegations by Ukrainian authorities that Russia bombed an art 

school sheltering civilians 

2) Topics include: conditions in Mariupol, Ukraine / Ukrainian counterattacks / Putin’s 

threats about nuclear weapons / “significant reaction” if Russia uses chemical or 

biological weapons / possible use of private mercenaries by Russia / U.S. supplied 

equipment and weapons for Ukraine 

3) Topics include: China’s position on Russia’s invasion of Ukraine / China’s President Xi 

Jinping’s telephone call with Russia’s President Vladimir Putin / China’s reluctance to 

condemn Russia’s invasion of Ukraine; his denial of human rights violations against the 

Uyghurs in China 



4) Topics include: his expectations of President Biden regarding assistance to Ukraine / 

rhetoric against Ukraine from members of the Republican Party; this week’s Senate 

confirmation hearing for Supreme Court nominee Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson; Covid 

aid 

5) Topics include: conditions in Mariupol / war crimes / Ukraine’s willingness to 

negotiate, but not surrender 

  6) a report from London on how China and Europe are dealing with a new surge of  

  COVID-19 infections  

  7) Topics include: BA.2, the new Covid variant / booster shots / probability of the Covid  

  vaccine becoming an annualized vaccine / mask wearing for protection against Covid 

03/27/22 Guests: Imtiaz Tyab, CBS News foreign correspondent (1); Debora Patta, CBS News 

foreign correspondent (2); David Martin, CBS News national security correspondent (3); 

Michael Morell, CBS News national security contributor, former acting and deputy 

director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (3); Representative Adam Kinzinger (R-IL), 

member, Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the U.S. Capitol (4); 

Bob Woodward, associate editor, Washington Post (5); Robert Costa, CBS News chief 

election and campaign correspondent (5); Will Hurd, former congressman (R-TX), former 

CIA officer, author, “American Reboot: An Idealist’s Guide to Getting Big Things Done” 

(6); Marie Yovanovitch, former U.S. ambassador to Ukraine, author, “Lessons From The 

Edge: A Memoir” (7) 

 Guest Moderator: John Dickerson, CBS News chief political analyst 

 1) a report from Lviv, Ukraine, where nerves were rattled by a Russian strike on a fuel 

depot just two miles outside the city 

2) a report from Kyiv, Ukraine as Russian forces continue their assault across Ukraine 

3)  discussion on where the fight in Ukraine currently stands and where it might go next 

4) Topics include: support for providing planes and tanks to Ukraine; rumored texts from 

Ginni Thomas, Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas’ wife, to White House chief of 

staff Mark Meadows, urging efforts to overthrow the election / possible Department of 

Justice prosecution against Mark Meadows for refusing to cooperate 

5) a discussion on the efforts by Ginni Thomas to encourage the Trump White House to 

overturn the election 

6) Topics include: support for providing weaponry to Ukraine / cyber-attacks and cyber 

security; his book, “American Reboot”, which contains advice for the Republican Party 

7) Topics include: President Biden’s recent trip to Europe / conditions in Ukraine / 

understanding Vladimir Putin; chauvinism at the State Department 

 

 



60 MINUTES 

03/06/22 “Platform 4” – a report from a train station near the Poland-Ukrainian border on the 

Russian invasion of Ukraine. As the war escalates, more than a million people have fled 

Ukraine. Includes interviews with refugees Alessa, Mersanna, Irina, Nastia, Yaroslav, 

Serhei, Olga Bilous; Wojciech Bakun, mayor of Przemysl, Poland; and Eliasz and Daniel 

Dyrov, and Krzys Butra, who volunteered to help at the border. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry 

Schuster, Sarah Turcotte) 

“State of The Pandemic” – a report on the current state of the coronavirus pandemic. 

Guidelines continue to relax as doctors learn more about the virus. The country has 

expressed cautious optimism towards the eventual end of the pandemic. Includes 

interviews with Dr. Rochelle Walensky, CDC director; Paul Duprex, virologist; and Justin 

Lee, who leads the genomic sequencing laboratory. (C: Dr. Jon LaPook – P: Denise Schrier 

Cetta) 

“Flying Blind” – a profile of Jacob Smith. At 15, he is the only blind competitive free ride 

skier in the country. Includes interviews with Andrew, Preston, and Julia  Smith, his 

siblings; and Nathan Smith, his father. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Sarah Koch) 

03/13/22 Headlines From Ukraine – the latest from Ukraine as Russia continues its invasion. (C: 

Charlie D’Agata) 

 “Voting Rights & Wrongs” – a report on Wisconsin’s voting system. After the 2020 

election, many accusations of voter fraud have plagued the Wisconsin Elections 

Commission and forced them to defend the legitimacy of the elections process. Includes 

interviews with Kathy Bernier, Wisconsin Republican state senator; Jefferson Davis, 

former village president of Menomonee Falls and rally organizer; Doug La Follette, 

Wisconsin’s Secretary of State; Robin Vs, speaker of the assembly; and Meagan Wolfe, 

Wisconsin’s elections commission administrator. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Marc Lieberman) 

 “Secretary Pete” – an interview with Pete Buttigieg. The current transportation secretary 

discusses the new bipartisan infrastructure law and says he aims to repair transportation 

across the country. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Andy Court, Evie Salomon) 

  “The Improbable Tale of Ted Lasso” – a report on “Ted Lasso.” The surprise hit   

  television series for Apple TV, with an upbeat nature, has garnered a devoted following.  

  Includes interviews with Jason Sudeikis, who plays Lasso; Joe Kelly and Brendan Hunt,  

  co-creators; Bill Lawrence; producer; Toheeb Jimoh and Kola Bokinni, who portray  

  soccer players; Brett Goldstein, who plays Roy Kent; and Hannah Waddingham, who  

  plays team owner Rebecca Welton. (C: Norah O’Donnell – P: Keith Sharman) 

03/20/22 60 MINUTES (7:41 – 8:41p) 

 “Economic Shock and Awe” – a report on economic sanctions on Russia. In response to 

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, some countries hope to force Russia to withdraw from the 

conflict through imposed economic penalties. Includes interviews with Daleep Singh, 

Deputy National Security Adviser for International Economics; David Schaeffer, CEO of 



Cogent Communications; and Richard Nephew, who worked on Iranian sanctions during 

the Obama administration. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Guy Campanile) 

“Through The Roof” – a report on American rent inflation. Increased rental demands have 

driven rent prices and discouraged potential homeowners. Includes interviews with Justin 

Blocki and Brittney House, renters; Daryl Fairweather, chief economist at Redfin, Gary 

Berman, CEO of Tricon Residential, and Heather Kruayai, a Redfin real estate agent. (C: 

Lesley Stahl – P: Rome Hartman) 

“Sue Bird” – a profile of  Sue Bird. Considered one of the greatest basketball players in 

WNBA history, Bird discusses women’s sports, the state of the WNBA, and her personal 

life. Includes interviews with Nancy Bird, her mother; and Megan Rapinoe, her fiancée 

and professional soccer player. (C: Jon Wertheim – P: Nathalie Sommer, Kaylee Tully) 

UPDATE: “Staying Well” (OAD: 04/12/20) 

03/27/22 PREEMPTED FOR 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Capturing History” 

  60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Capturing History” (7:21 – 8:21p) 

  Headlines From Ukraine - the latest from Ukraine as Russia continues its invasion. (C:  

  Holly Williams) 

 “Talking To The Past” – a report on advanced technologies allowing virtual interviews 

with Holocaust survivors. Though many have died, their stories are uniquely preserved 

through the use of artificial intelligence. Lesley Stahl interviews deceased survivors Eva 

Kor, who she met and interviewed for a 1992 segment, and Aaron Elster. Includes 

interviews with Heather Maio Smith, who created the project; Stephen Smith, executive 

director of the USC Shoah Foundation; Pinchas Gutter, a survivor interviewed for the 

project; and Alan Moskin, a camp liberator interviewed for the project. (See also: "Dr. 

Mengele's Laboratory", OAD: 03/01/92) (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein) DOUBLE 

LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 04/05/20; Rebroadcast: 08/30/20 – both on 60 MINUTES) 

  “One Small Step” – an interview with Dave Isay. The American radio producer discusses  

  his ongoing oral history project, along with his new broadcasting concepts. Includes  

  interviews with Dr. Carla Hayden, the librarian of Congress; and Jason Reynolds, an  

  author who serves on the StoryCorps board of directors. (C: Norah O’Donnell – P: Keith  

  Sharman) (OAD: 01/09/22 on 60 MINUTES) 

48 HOURS 

03/05/22 48 HOURS: “What Ally Kostial Didn’t Know” – a report on the July 2019 murder of 21-

year-old Ally Kostial and the digital trail investigators followed to find her killer. Kostial, 

originally from St. Louis, MO, was a business and marketing student at the University of 

Mississippi in Oxford. Investigators found her body near a remote fishing camp not far 

from campus; she was shot at least nine times. By using Kostial’s Apple Watch and the 

stored text messages, investigators tracked Kostial’s life before her death, which led 

Lafayette County sheriff’s deputies to fellow student Brandon Theesfeld. Enroute to 

where his parents lived in Texas, Theesfeld was arrested in Memphis, TN three days 

after Kostial was found. Kostial and Theesfeld dated throughout college, but each 



viewed the relationship differently, with Theesfeld treating it much more casually. In 

April 2019, Kostial feared she was pregnant; Theesfeld did not see fatherhood in his 

immediate future. Investigators believe Kostial’s murder was premeditated; Theesfeld 

denies it was planned and claims he snapped under the influence of alcohol and 

cocaine. Facing a possible death sentence, Theesfeld pleaded guilty to first-degree 

murder on August 27th, 2021. The judge sentenced him to life in prison. Autopsy results 

indicated Kostial was not pregnant at the time of her death; her parents believe she had 

a miscarriage. On-screen text graphic: If you or anyone you know is struggling with 

substance abuse or mental health visit SAMHSA.gov or call 1-800-662-HELP for more 

information. Interviewed: Keith and Cindy Kostial, Ally’s parents; Morgan Hull, friend; 

Elizabeth Brock, friend; Maddy Norris, friend; Ben Creekmore, district attorney; Mickey 

Mallette, Lafayette County assistant district attorney; Jarrett Bundren, investigator; 

Tony Farese, Theesfeld family attorney; Jake Thompson, former reporter for the Oxford 

Eagle; Dr. Kris Mohandie, forensic psychologist asked by 48 HOURS to read some of the 

text messages between Ally and Brandon. (C: Michelle Miller, co-anchor, CBS SATURDAY 

MORNING – P: Marcelena Spencer, Susan Mallie) 

03/12/22 48 HOURS: “The Eye Drop Homicide” (9:25 – 10:25p) – a report on two murders linked  

  to a common chemical found in eye drops – one in South Carolina, the other 12 miles  

  away in North Carolina. (1) On July 21st, 2018 in Lake Wylie, SC, Lana Clayton ran outside 

  to get help for her husband Steve. Neighbor Terry Floyd entered the home and realized  

  Steve was dead. According to Lana, Steve had been feeling ill for days and fell down the  

  stairs due to vertigo. Steve’s nephews, Kris Phagan and Nick French, became suspicious  

  of her story; Nick noted Lana, a nurse who worked in several different VA hospitals, did  

  not perform CPR. Additionally, Lana quickly moved to have Steve cremated and insisted  

  he left no will. Unbeknownst to Lana, Kris and Nick requested an autopsy from the local  

  coroner; Steve’s toxicology report showed the presence of tetrahydrozoline, an   

  ingredient in eye drops. At first, Lana told the coroner and law enforcement that Steve  

  regularly put eye drops in his coffee to induce bowel movements. Lana soon changed  

  her story and claimed Steve was verbally and physically abusive; she tried to use the eye 

  drops to give him diarrhea, rather than kill him. After a failed suicide attempt, Lana was  

  charged with murder on August 31st, 2018. Prosecutors believed she hoped to inherit all  

  of Steve’s wealth by killing him. Lana plead guilty to tampering with food and drugs and  

  voluntary manslaughter. On January 16th, 2020, she was sentenced to 25 years in prison. 

  (2) About three weeks after Lana was arrested, Stacy Hunsucker died in nearby Mount  

  Holly, NC from what appeared to be a heart attack. The state insurance fraud   

  department began investigating her husband, Josh Hunsucker, after they received a  

  complaint from Stacy’s mother, Suzie Robinson. Stacy was cremated, but because she  

  was an organ donor a vial of her blood had been collected and stored. Toxicology tests  

  revealed the presence of tetrahydrozoline. On December 19th, 2019, Josh was charged  

  with murder. He remains free on bail. On-screen text graphic: Lana Clayton has not  

  been awarded any money from Steve's estate. Josh Hunsucker has not yet entered a  

  plea and awaits trial. Stacy's parents say they have complete faith in the judicial process. 

  Interviewed: James Blackledge, passerby; Terry Floyd, friend and neighbor of Lana and  

  Steve; Kristi O’Connor, reporter and anchor, WBTV, Charlotte, NC; Rosie Clayton-Leslie,  

  Steve’s sister; Kris Phagan, Steve’s nephew; Nick French, Steve’s nephew; Sabrina Gast,  



  coroner, York County, SC; Dr. Nan Saye, Clayton family veterinarian; Demi Garvin,  

  forensic toxicologist; Kevin Brackett, acting York and Union County prosecutor; Iliana  

  Ivanova, Steve’s ex-girlfriend; Mike Causey, commissioner, North Carolina Department  

  of Insurance; Kailyn MacDonald, Stacy’s babysitter. (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Asena Basak)  

  (OAD: 03/13/21) 

03/12/22 48 HOURS: “The Poisonous Wife” (10:25 – 11:25p) – a report on the June 8th, 2017 

murder of Ben Renick, found dead at his snake breeding facility about 80 miles west of 

St. Louis, MO. Discovered by his wife Lynlee Renick, investigators originally believed Ben 

had been the victim of an attack by one of his reptiles. The coroner discovered he had 

been shot eight times, once at close range. Lynlee eventually admitted to investigators 

she had been having an affair with Brandon Blackwell and been in contact with Michael 

Humphrey, an ex-boyfriend just released from prison. Investigators also discovered that 

Lynlee’s spa business was losing money and that she had lied to Ben about it. With just 

circumstantial evidence, the case went cold for nearly three years. In January 2020, a 

jailhouse tip from Brandon Blackwell provided enough information for investigators to 

arrest Lynlee Renick and Michael Humphrey, as well as Lynlee’s former employee Ashley 

Shaw, who turned on her one-time boss in exchange for leniency. In late 2021, Michael 

went on trial and was convicted of first-degree murder; he then agreed to cooperate 

with the state. During Lynlee’s trial, she claimed that Ben was abusive, Michael shot 

Ben, and also apologized for her attempts to implicate her former brother-in-law. Lynlee 

was found guilty of murder in the second degree and armed criminal action; she was 

sentenced to 16 years in prison. Ben was honored with a new breed of snake, the Renick 

Ghost. On-screen text graphic: The stalking and related charges against Brandon 

Blackwell were dropped. Lynlee Renick will be eligible for parole by 2035. Interviewed: 

Sam Renick, Ben’s brother; Dav Kaufman, snake breeder, documentary filmmaker; Dave 

Colbert, coroner; Katherine Berger, defense attorney; Tim Hesemann, defense attorney; 

Beth Mayberry, Columbia, MO resident; Dave McKenna, journalist, Defector Media. (C: 

Peter Van Sant – P: Chris O’Connell, James Stolz, Alicia Tejada) 

03/19/22 48 HOURS: "The Puzzle: Solving the Madeleine McCann Case" (WEST COAST ONLY) - 

an update on the search for Madeleine McCann, who went missing from a family 

vacation in Portugal in 2007. On the evening of May 3rd, 2007, Kate McCann discovered 

her daughter Madeleine had disappeared from the family’s hotel room in Praia Da Luz, 

Portugal. The case quickly gained international attention, but little progress was made. 

Various leads led nowhere and suspects, including the McCanns themselves, were 

cleared. In 2010, the British government asked Jim Gamble, head of the U.K.’s Child 

Exploitation and Online Protection Centre to review the case. He noted deficiencies in 

the Portuguese authorities’ tactics. Scotland Yard became involved in the investigations, 

but still no further progress was made. In 2017, German authorities received a tip that 

Christian Brueckner had drunkenly confessed to knowing what happened to Madeleine. 

Investigations revealed that he had a history of committing various crimes, some of 

which involved sexual abuse and child pornography. Cell phone data also placed him at 

the hotel the night of Madeleine’s disappearance. Due to German law, authorities were 

not allowed to reveal all of the evidence they had against Brueckner, but remain certain 

he was responsible. On-screen text graphic: If anyone has information about the 



disappearance of Madeleine McCann, please go to www.findmadeleine.com. 

Interviewed: Hans Christian Wolters, German prosecutor; Jim Gamble, former head, 

Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre; Jane Hill, BBC news anchor; Jon Corner, 

friend of the McCanns (2007 footage); Susan Healey, Kate McCann’s mother (2007 

footage); Mark Hoffman, German crime and intelligence analyst. (See also: 48 HOURS 

MYSTERY SPECIAL INVESTIGATION: “Where’s Maddie?”, OAD: 11/17/07; Updated 

rebroadcast: 08/09/08) (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Chris Young Ritzen, Josh Gelman, 

Anthony Venditti) (OAD: 02/27/21) 

03/26/22 48 HOURS: “The COVID Cover-Up: Searching for Gretchen Anthony" (9:00 - 10:00p) – a 

report on the murder of a Florida woman and the attempt to conceal it as a coronavirus 

pandemic statistic. Friends and family of Gretchen Anthony became concerned when 

beginning on March 23rd, 2020, Gretchen texted that she tested positive for coronavirus 

and was steadily getting sicker. They became suspicious when her texts said she was at a 

CDC facility in Belle Glade, FL, which does not exist, and subsequently reached out to 

police to perform a welfare check. Officers located Gretchen’s car in the parking lot of 

Jupiter Medical Center, but found no record of her being a patient there. On March 26th, 

police canvassed her neighborhood and located a neighbor who reported hearing 

screams from Gretchen’s home on the 21st. They entered the home and noted the smell 

of cleaning supplies, towels with a blood-like substance on them and signs of a struggle. 

Neighbors also shared photos of a truck they had seen parked in Gretchen’s driveway, 

which matched one owned by Gretchen’s estranged husband, David Anthony. While 

investigators waited to receive footage from the ‘cloud’, because the security cameras 

in Gretchen’s home had been removed, they went to David’s home and learned from his 

mother that he had left for Costa Rica. Because he was attempting to leave the country 

and matched the tall figure seen exiting Gretchen’s car on hospital surveillance footage, 

David became a suspect. Tracking phone records, Detective Jared Kenerson tracked 

David’s path West, where he had stopped at jewelry stores and sold Gretchen’s jewelry. 

On March 27th, David’s cell phone pinged in Las Cruces, NM. Local police were alerted, 

who seized his truck. Inside, they found Gretchen’s phone. However, there was not 

enough cause to hold David and he was released. On March 30th, investigators received 

camera footage from Gretchen’s home which clearly showed David gagging her and 

forcing her into a car on the night of the 21st. Detective Kenerson and Detective Sally 

Sanders interrogated David in Las Cruces. During questioning, he maintained that 

Gretchen was still alive and claimed she had been travelling with him before suddenly 

splitting off on her own in Texas. He was charged with second degree murder and 

extradited to Florida. While in custody in Palm Beach County, the grand jury raised his 

indictment to first degree murder and kidnapping. On December 21st, 2020, David 

agreed to plead guilty to second degree murder in exchange for a 38-year prison 

sentence and revealed the location of Gretchen’s body. Her remains were recovered the 

same day. An autopsy revealed her cause of death was stab wounds to the neck and 

torso. In January 2021, David was sentenced. On-screen text graphic: David Anthony is 

scheduled for release from prison in 2058. He will be 81 years old. Interviewed: Kelly 

Hanna, Gretchen’s friend; Chrichet Mixon, assistant state's attorney, Palm Beach 

County; Tabitha Hopkins, David’s former employer; Dave Aronberg, state attorney, Palm 



Beach County; Detective Jared Kenerson, Jupiter Police. (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Chris 

O'Connell, Mary Ann Rotondi) (OAD: 05/08/21) 

03/26/22 48 HOURS: “Eric Smith: Gambling On A Killer” (10:00 – 11:00p) – an update on the case 

of Eric Smith, who in August 1993, when he was 13-years-old, murdered 4-year-old 

Derrick Robie in Savona, NY. Smith was tried and convicted as an adult; he was 

sentenced nine years to life and ultimately served 28 years in prison. He was eligible for 

parole starting in 2002, but it wasn’t until his 11th appearance in October 2021 that 

parole was granted. Smith was released in February 2022 to live in Queens, NY. On-

screen text graphic: Eric Smith will remain on parole for the rest of his life. This 

broadcast contains extensive excerpts/interviews from Dan Rather’s 1994 and 2004 

reports on the case for 48 HOURS. Archival interviews: Dale and Doreen Robie, Derrick’s 

parents; John Tunney, prosecutor; Charles Wood, lead investigator; Red and Edie 

Wilson, Eric Smith’s grandparents; and John Hibsch, investigator. Interviewed for the 

03/26/22 broadcast: Dale and Doreen Robie; John Tunney; and Joni Johnston, clinical 

forensic psychologist, asked by 48 HOURS to look at Eric Smith’s case. (See also: Why 

Did Eric Kill?, OAD: 08/17/94, Rebroadcasts: 08/31/95 and on 04/21/98, as part of a 

compilation of repeat broadcasts with updates focusing on kids who kill and whether it's 

too late to reform them; and 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Why Did Eric Kill?”, OAD: 12/11/04, 

Rebroadcast: 07/02/05 -  a followup to “Why Did Eric Kill?”, OAD: 08/17/94) (C: Jim 

Axelrod – P: Judy Tygard, Lisa Freed, Chris Young Ritzen) 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORTS 

03/01/22 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: “State of the Union and the Republican Response” – live 

coverage of President Joseph Bidens’s first State of the Union address to a joint session 

of Congress. Includes: (1) President Biden’s State of the Union address. (2) Remarks 

from former Congressman Will Hurd (R-TX). (3) Republican response by Governor Kim 

Reynolds (R-IA). (3) Gayle King with the reactions from voters, who weigh in on 

President Biden’s address. Featured voters: Irma Cooper, a 67-year-old Democrat (KCBS 

- Los Angeles, CA), Mateo Gomez, a 23-year-old Independent (WFOR – Miami, FL), 

Rosemary Rocco, 72-year-old Democrat (WCCO – Minneapolis, MN), and Seth Duplantis, 

40-year-old Libertarian (KTVT – Dallas, TX). President Biden’s State of The Union address 

and Republican response were preceded and followed by correspondents’ commentary 

and analysis. Origination: House Chamber, Capitol Hill. CBS News Correspondents: 

Norah O’Donnell (anchor, CBS News Washington); Gayle King (CBS News Washington); 

Nancy Cordes (CBS News Washington); Margaret Brennan (CBS News Washington); John 

Dickerson (CBS News Washington); Robert Costa (Capitol Hill); Ed O’Keefe (White 

House); Nikole Killion (Capitol Hill); and Scott MacFarlane (from inside the House 

Chamber, Capitol Hill). CBS News Political Contributor: Joel Payne (Washington, DC). 

03/16/22 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT – initial chyron ID: Volodymyr Zelenskyy Addresses Congress 

– live coverage of Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s historic speech addressing 

the United States Congress, via remote, as his country remains under attack from 

Russia. Coverage includes: (1) Correspondents’ commentary; (2) a report from the 

White House; (3) a report from Capitol Hill; (4) introduction of President Volodymyr 



Zelenskyy by Representative Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), Speaker of the House; (5) Ukraine’s 

President Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s address to Congress; (6) a report from the Pentagon; 

and (7) a report from Kyiv, Ukraine. Origination: Capitol Visitor Center Auditorium, 

Capitol Hill. Correspondents: Gayle King (co-anchor, CBS News New York); Tony 

Dokoupil (co-anchor, CBS News New York); Nancy Cordes (White House); Scott 

MacFarlane (Capitol Hill); David Martin (Pentagon); and Charlie D’Agata (Kyiv, Ukraine). 

 


